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Editorial
Progressive cities in various parts
Pensions, of our country have established,
under legislative sanction, retire
ment funds for their teachers. Memphis is
one of the cities that has such a pension sys
tem. The pension fund in this city is pro
vided by a deduction of one per cent from the
salaries of all the teachers. The plan was start
ed as a voluntary assessment but, at the begin
ning of this year, the Board of Education
made it obligatory upon all teachers in that
they were required to agree to the deduction
in signing the yearly contract. It is well that
some plan for retiring worthy teachers, who
have given the best years of their lives to the
schools, has been started. Pensions make suit
able provision for teachers in old age and
improve the teaching force by the removal of
teachers who have worked long and hard and
are entitled to a well-earned rest.
A retirement fund should be placed on a
financial basis, such that a reserve or perma
nent fund may accumulate sufficient to meet
all rightful demands for adequate pensions.
The experience of other cities shows that an
assessment of one per cent of the salaries of
all teachers is not sufficient to create such a
fund. In New York City the pension fund is
largely increased by the addition of 5 per
cent of all excise moneys and fees from liquor
licenses received by the city. In Illinois the
interest on all public school funds is contrib
uted to the teachers' pension and retirement
fund. The cities of Indiana which have pen
sion funds are authorized by the State to levy
a tax of one per cent upon each $100 of tax
able property in these cities for maintaining
a pension fund. In Cincinnati the State law
requires the Board of Education to pay into
the pension fund 1 per cent of the amount re
ceived from local taxes, together with all de
ductions from salaries of teachers on account
of tardiness or absence.

One of the great problems coming
Study, to the front in all periods of school
work is that of teaching pupils how
to study. There is a woeful lack of ability
on the part of pupils and students from kin
dergarten through college to know how sys
tematically to prepare a lesson. For instance,
a majority of pupils, when questioned as to
how they go to work to get a history lesson,
admit that they have no plan of study other
than that of memorizing portions of the pages
assigned. It certainly is a serious mistake
to turn pupils loose in the preparation of home
work without giving them a general method of
procedure.
When in school they are under the direct
supervision of a teacher, and when in trouble
can come to her for guidance. At home, how
ever, they have no such help and with their
vague notions of how to study, is it any won
der that preparation of lessons is so super
ficial 1
Nearly all the trials and disapDiscipline. pointments of school life are the
results of inharmony. When a
pupil is not in harmony with his environment,
there comes the problem of discipline. The
school itself is the medium where the environ
ment is in a way selected. Undesirable feat
ures are eliminated as far as possible and those
protective agencies that lead to order and har
mony are furnished. But with the best kind
of plans, as long as human nature is con
structed along present lines, there are bound
to arise problems of discipline. This being
true, teachers should have some philosophy
underlying their discipline as well as a general
method back of their teaching.
Some general principles in good discipline
Discipline should be positive and not nega
tive.
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Discipline should be progressive and not re
actionary.
Discipline should deal with the spirit and
not with the act.
Discipline should be just and not unnatural.
By a positive discipline is meant one that
gives its instructions and orders in terms of
"to do." It is much better to say to a pupil,
"Please close the door quietly," than to say,
"Don't slam the door." In the latter case
door and slam are associated together in the
mind of the pupil, and even a well-intentioned
pupil unconsciously might slam the door after
receiving such an order.
Discipline, in order to be progressive, must
keep before the pupils some incentive for good
conduct. Of course, the highest incentives
are self-improvement and the strengthening of
character. Other good incentives are: To
have an orderly room; to help make a good
school; to please teacher and parents, to work
for exemptions or privileges. Discipline that
constantly makes threats of sending to the
office, keeping after school, or suspending
from school, is reactionary and harmful.
Discipline should look to the spirit that
prompts action rather than to the mere viola
tion of some rule of conduct. A room taught
by A may be more orderly, the pupils more
quiet and apparently more studious than a
room managed by B; yet B may be the better
disciplinarian of the two. This is the case if
the pupils under A dislike their teacher, hate
to come to school and behave because of fear
of consequences; while the pupils under B re
spect their teacher, enjoy the work and are
proud of their school. In order to classify
discipline, one must look below the veneer of
external appearances to the spirit which
prompts the conduct. Good discipline must
deal primarily with trying to build up a spirit
that leads to right motives for good conduct.
The average American boy or girl has a
high sense of "square dealing," and nothing
so rankles in the heart as a sense of injustice.
It is well to sacrifice both time and eneregy
in order to get at the right in a question of
discipline before deciding as to the penalty
for the disobedience. Then the penalty ought
not only to be just, but as natural as possible.
The punishment should be a logical one; that
is, should be of the same nature as the of
fense. For instance, if a pupil misbehaves on
the school ground, the recess should be for
feited ; or if a pupil is late, the time should be
made up. Herbert Spencer, in his essay on
"Education," makes most valuable sugges
tions as to the advantage that comes from a
natural system of discipline.

The
A recent movement in Memphis
Juvenile that is receiving recognition and
Court.
is deserving of hearty support,
is the establishment of the Ju
venile Court. This court is at present quar
tered in the Board of Health building on Ex
change avenue. The second and third floors
are used. Through the kindness of friends
who are interested in this work, the interior
has been brightened with paint, a piano and
furniture have been donated, pictures have
been hung on the walls, and discarded desks
and office fixtures have been revarnished. One
is impressed that even the surroundings are in
keeping with the spirit of the work—that
nothing is so far gone but that it may be made
useful to serve a purpose. In fact, the rooms
are home-like and show that there is heart and
soul back of the movement.
When a boy or girl comes under the care of
the Juvenile Court, the physical side is the
first thing to receive attention. A bath is
ordered, and then comes an examination by
a physician. In many cases, poor health
caused by adenoids, defective teeth, malnu
trition, nervousness, etc., are found. These
cases are given treatment at the hospital and,
as a general result, with the return of health,
the juvenile becomes a normal boy or girl.
If it is not a matter of health the delin
quent is generally put on probation. He is
given a card which reads:
JUVENILE COURT, CITY OF MEMPHIS.
71 Exchange Avenue.
Cumb. Phone Main 2020.
To
You are put on probation by the Court to
give you a chance to do better. If you do
well, and continue doing so, you will be taken
off probation; if not, you will be sent away or
otherwise punished.
In order to do well, you must (1) either go
to school regularly, or work regularly; (2)
report as indicated on back of this card; (3)
behave properly toward everybody at all times.
Report to
(Always bring this card when you report.)
He is told the time to report, and he must
be there on the exact time.
Different classes are conducted and lessons
given, in which moral and civic virtues are
brought out. Each offender is impressed with
the idea that the court is not an institution
to condemn, but one to lend a helping hand.
The boys and girls are made to feel that they
have friends in Judge Kelly and in the super
intendent, Miss Kate Lowry, and that they
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must gain enough self-control to become good
men and women.
It would be well if every principal and
every teacher would study the methods of the
Juvenile Court and become enthused with its
spirit. The cheerful optimism of the work is
an inspiration. It inspires faith in the "bad
boy,'' trust in the ''erring girl,'' and leads one
to feel that deep down in every human heart
there is goodness, awaiting a skillful touch to
make it radiate into God's sunshine and help
to dispel the shadows of vice and crime.
The
The Teachers' Educational League
League, has authorized a committee to
send out 500 letters of inquiry to
cities in the United States and Europe. The
purpose of this action is two-fold. It keeps
the League in step with the policy of the
Business Men's Club in advertising Memphis.
Then it enables the League to find out what is
being done by voluntary teachers' organiza
tions in other cities. Many replies have been
received from various cities, and the League
takes this opportunity to thank all those who
have been so kind.
While there are comparatively few cities
which have voluntary organizations of their
teachers similar to that of The Teachers' Edu
cational League, yet there are many cities that
are showing an interest in such work. Many
letters asking for information as to the pur
pose of the League and containing a request to
be sent a copy of THE CORNERSTONE, have
been received. The following copies show the
general trend of these letters:
"I am in receipt of your inquiry blank of
April 25th, in reference to the exchange of any
publications "we may have representing a Vol
untary Teachers' Association. Inasmuch as
we have no association, we cannot exchange
with you. However, we have been somewhat
interested in this direction. Will you please
send me a copy of THE CORNERSTONE ; also, a
copy of the constitution and general statement
of what your Association stands for t
"Thanking you for this information, I am,
'' Yours very truly.''
"We have no voluntary teachers' organiza
tion connected with our schools. We are sup
posed to have a general teachers' meeting once
a month. The meeting is under the direction
of the Superintendent, and cannot be called
a distinct organization of the teachers.
'' I should be very glad to see a copy of THE
CORNERSTONE and get some ideas on the sub
ject of such organizations.
"Very truly yours."
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"We have no such society or organization
in this city, nor anything to take its place.
"I think an organization of that kind de
sirable.
"Very truly yours."
The following are some of the replies re
ceived from organizations that are similar in
nature to the League:
1. Name of organization: New Haven
Teachers' League.
2. When organized: March, 1907.
3. Who eligible: All teachers; no princi
pals or supervisors.
4. No. of active members: About 600; 99
per cent of all teachers of city.
5. When are meetings held: Fourth Mon
day of each month.
6. Where held: High School Auditorium.
7. Annual dues: $1.00, which includes the
Journal, 50c per year.
8. Publication issued: New Haven Teach
ers' Journal.
9. Will you exchange with THE CORNER
STONE: Would be pleased to do so.
10. Purpose of organization: To obtain
all the rights and privileges to which the teach
ers are entitled and to better the conditions
under which they work, financial and social,
and to increase the efficiency of the teaching
body.
11. What has been accomplished: In
creased pay, adoption of a salary schedule, new
rules compelling the appointment of a pro
gressive Board of Education, and working up
public opinion favorable to the pension idea.
12. What is being done: Still working on
the pension idea and have a bill before the
State Legislature, which will be passed this
week. We are also working on the tenure of
office idea and hope to be successful in that
also. Am sending last issue of Journal under
separate cover.
1. Name of organization: Women Teach
ers' Club of Peoria.
2. When organized: 1897.
3. Who eligible: All women teachers of
the public schools of Peoria, and all others
who may be accepted by directors as annual,
associate and honorary members.
4. No. of active members: 256.
5. When are meetings held: The first Fri
day in the school months, 4:15 p.m.
6. Where held: Women Teachers' Club
House.
7. Annual dues: $5.00.
8. Publication issued: Nothing except our
Club Calendar.
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»• f„urPose °f organization: To promote
the welfare of our public schools; to improve
the character of work done, cultivate a spirit
ot sympathy, good will and sociability among
J
the teachers.
10. What has been accomplished: Much
has been accomplished along each of the lines
mentioned above. At our regular business
meetings we have educational papers and dis
cussions.
11. What is being done: I will be glad to
send you the year's Calendar.
This year for the first time we have taken up
some philanthropic work, such as contributing
to the expense of a station matron and to the
Home for Dependent Girls at Park Ridge,
near Chicago, and also belong to our City Civic
Federation.
1. Name of organization: The Pittsburgh
Teachers' Association, Inc.
2. When organized: April 20,1904.
3. Who eligible: All elementary school
teachers.
4. No. of active members: 600.
5. When are meetings held: Quarterly
March, June, September, December.
6. Where held: Rented quarters.
7. Annual dues: $5.00.
8. Publication issued: Pittsburgh School
Bulletin.
9. Will you exchange with THE CORNER
STONES Yes.
10. Purpose of organization: Educational
and protective.
11. What has been accomplished: Sal
aries increased; a retirement association or
ganized; a sick benefit fund established; a
dramatic club and women's choral organized;
elementary teachers recognized as the live fac
tor in public school system.
12. What is being done: New school code
about to be passed by the State Legislature
changing Pittsburgh system from an anti
quated, decentralized system to a centralized
owes almost its entire support from this sec
tion to the educational work of this Associa
tion.^ Now preparing for the first "Peace
Day observance ever held in Pittsburgh for
the 7th and 8th grade pupils and general publie.
1. Name of organization: The Twin City
Teachers' Club.
2. When organized: In March, 1911
3. Who eligible: Any teacher in Rock
Island or Moline; any person in either of
these cities interested in educational pro
gress.
*
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4. No. of active members: About 250.
5. When are meetings held: On call, about
tour or five times during each school year.
b Where held: Probably in High School
Auditorium in Moline or Rock Island.
<• Annual dues: $1.00, with privilege of
four assessments of 25c each.
lic^Publication issued: We issue no pub9. Will you
STONE: Would

exchange with THE CORNER
be glad to receive it.
3.0. Purpose of organization: To advance
educational interests in the two cities; to stim
ulate professional spirit of teachers; to hold
educational lectures and conference; to interesffparents and citizens in the cause of educa11. What has been accomplished: Thus
tar, only an organization. We hope to accom
plish much in the future life of the Club.
,
\ What is being done: Arrangements
have been made for a meeting in May with Dr.
our speaker.

of Chicago, „
T»M°

era* Asociationi
Teach2. When organized: 1906
3A W\o eligible.Any teacher employed
a iv?
£ schools, regular or special.
4. No. of active members: 455 to datei. e., paid up.
'
5. When are meetings held: Second Thurs
day in each school month.
6. Where held: High'School Auditorium
7. Annual dues: $1.00.
8 Publication issued: A year book. (Last
edition inclosed).
9. Will you exchange with THE CORNER
STONE : Please send us one.
10. Purpose of organization: Stated in
the preamble to the constitution, a copy of
which I am inclosing.
11. What has been accomplished: Is expressed very definiteiy in the year book in the
article A Backward Look." The Associa
tion has succeeded m having the Board adopt
p
the pension bill.
^hat is being done: A series of lec
tures Planned for next year, to be given by
Prof. H. L. Griggs; a sick benefit fund for
teachers m being gradually added to; institute
work being planned for next year.

gaged in teaching in Denver or vicinity (ac
tive members).
4. No. of active members: 860.
5. When are meetings held: Second Tues
day of each school month. Executive Board
meetings first Thursday in each month.
6. Where held: East Side High School..
7. Annual dues: $2.50.
8. Publication issued: A year book.
9. Will you exchange with THE CORNER
STONE: Have no monthly publication.
10. Purpose of organization: To form a
representative body; social; to raise the stand
ard of the profession; chief purpose in recent
years has been the insurance.
11. What has been accomplished: Read
ing circle, art exhibits, lecture course; con
certs, socials, sick benefits amounting to be
tween $1,100 and $1,200 paid each year. I
am sending you our year book for 1910-1911,
which explains the aim of the club and gives
some idea of the work done.
1. Name of organization: Yonkers Teach
ers' Association.
2. When organized: 1908.
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3. Who eligible: All teachers, librarians
and registrars regularly appointed in the city
of Yonkers.
4. No. of active members: About 300.
5. When are meetings held: At call of
the president; one annual meeting must be
held first Tuesday in June.
6. Where held: At High School Building.
7. Annual dues: $1.00.
8. Publication issued: None at present.
10. Purpose of organization: To afford
its members the means of mutual acquaint
ance and professional improvement and to
promote and protect their professional inter
ests.
11. What has been accomplished: One of
the most important is the teachers' salary
schedule, which was obtained last year.
12. What is being done: We are consid
ering the tenure of office; a bill is before the
Legislature to annex Yonkers to New York
City, and we are endeavoring to protect our
interests; lectures and courses of study are
provided; excursions and entertainments are
given; a play to provide money to endow bed
at hospital has been given.

•

Teache^Ctab'
2.
d.

orgmintior,:
Denver

When organized: 1897
Who eligible: Any person actually en

lEarhj
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Naps

You may talk about the bauties of the glori
ous morning sun,
When "night's candles have burnt out" and
the "jocund day" begun;
You may sing in words poetic of the rosy
robe of morn,
Flashing golden gleams of glory at the
breaking of the dawn,
But to me there's nothing sweeter, or more
beautiful, perhaps,
Than the visions that I cherish in my early
morning naps.

You may tell me of the beauties I for many
years have missed
When the mellow rays of sunlight first the
dewdrops softly kissed,
By not rising with the sky-lark to salute with
matin song
All the transcendental glories that to early
morn belong;
But my cup of joy is fullest—and as lasting,
too, perhaps—
When I dream of bliss supernal in my early
morning naps.

You may speak of how the dew-drops glisten
on the morning rose,
How the very breath of nature breathes with
perfume as it blows;
How there's music in the humming of the
beetles and the bees,
And the whispering of angels in the rustling
of the trees,
But I'm sure that all this sweetness is but
frothy foam and sap
To the comfort that is gathered from an ear
ly morning nap.

You may preach your words of warning, how
that they who early rise
Are the ones to whom 'tis granted to be
wealthy, hale and wise,
But I've noticed that the poorest are the
soonest at their work,
And the wisest and the halest oft these early
burdens shirk;
And when once the drowsy goddess locks me
in her slumber trap,
I would part with any comfort rather than
my morning nap.
Maud Reber Layton.
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Ixrmption

Principal C• P. Jester.
All methods and devices have only a rela
tive value and all depend for their success
upon the sympathetic and intelligent way in
which they are administered. When a plan
or scheme has proved successful on an experi
mental scale under proper conditions, its suc
cess on a larger scale will depend upon adher
ence to conditions that made the experiment
successful. Moreover, every scheme, ml|iod
or device needs to be improved and developed
after experience has pointed out its excellen
cies and deficiencies.
The above general remarks apply to the
exemption scheme in the Memphis schools.
It was successful in six schools last year. Has
it been tried enthusiastically and sympathet
ically in all the schools? Is it, as adminis
tered, as flexible as it should be, so that due al
lowance can be made for differences in the
size of schools, etc.? Has the original plan
been carried out fully? Or have we omitted
some important features? Have careful rec
ords been kept, so that a comparison of results
may be made with the old plan of exemptions ?
These are some of the questions that must be
asked and answered before the exemption
scheme can be fairly judged.
The reader will permit us to pause here and
say that in one of our schools, at least, rec
ords will show that the percentage of tardi
ness has been reduced, the percentage of at
tendance has been increased, the discipline has
been easier, the percentage of failures has
greatly decreased under the exemption plan
as compared with the old regime.
Possibly a mistake is made in expecting this
scheme of exemption to serve as a panacea for
all school ills. It is a well known fact that'' no
extraneous devices, however good they may be,
will take the place of good teaching.'' But we
are convinced that some scheme should be de
vised by which more attention can be given
to the deficient and delinquent child. Such is
the purpose of the exemption plan.
The

Aftmuion

flao

Principal J. T. Davenport.
In the grammar grades and high schools
of our cities are conditions so unfavorable in
their outcome as to demand attention and
correction? To say nothing of retardation,
there is an indifference, an unpreparedness, a
lack of attention, a weakness in application,
on the part of many pupils, that is disheart
ening. Just how to arouse this young man
hood and womanhood to a proper sense of
duty and to a conception of the marvelous op
portunities and unprecedented possibilities of
life today, is a problem difficult of solution.
When we think we have it solved, we dis
cover inconsistencies in our reasoning and
make ready for a new effort. To relieve such
a condition as this and to provide per
sonal help for retarded pupils, the Friday
afternoon exemption plan was put on trial
in the Memphis schools. Casting aside all ob
jections and prejudices to the scheme, I gave
it welcome in the hope that a brighter day was
dawning for the toiling, anxious teacher and
lethargic pupil. Of course, objections may be
urged against every plan inaugurated.
Against the present scheme, however, so far
as experiment has progressed in my school, I
insist upon its inefficiency and inadequacy in
general practice, for reasons that actual facts
will sustain.
It entails more labor on the teachers than
the results justify. Weekly painstaking rec
ords must be kept to prevent dissatisfaction
among the pupils. Fault-finding is a distin
guishing characteristic of children who fall
behind their more industrious companions and
come within the province of corrective agen
cies. Every boy and girl, in whatever grade
found, should feel and know that justice is
the keynote of every transaction, and that no
one is more capable of dealing it out than she
who presides at the desk.
Only the best pupils reach the required
standard, and these need no artificial stimulus.
Many of them are indifferent to the reward

study of this problem of the defectives and de
linquents is occupying the careful attention of
the prominent scientists and educators of the
world at the present time. Who can gainsay
that this scheme of exemptions is a step in the
right direction toward the solving of this great
problem ?
The original plan is briefly characterized in
a rough draft of the executive rules as fol
lows :
"1. Any teacher, with the consent of the
principal, may excuse from attendance during
the last half hour of each day those pupils
that have done satisfactory work and do not
need the special attention of the teacher; pro
vided the conduct and the attendance of such
pupil has been satisfactory. Pupils kept in
for unsatisfactory conduct or attendance need
not receive help in their work from the teach
er. The principals may authorize the teach
ers to allow advanced pupils the privilege of
assisting backward pupils.
"2. The above rule shall apply to Friday
afternoon exemptions, inasmuch as the object
of the plan is to lessen retardation by giving
individual attention to backward or to unus
ually bright children. Pupils making a safe
passing grade and showing satisfactory rec
ords for conduct and attendance ought to be
exempted.
"3. Pupils may be exempted from exami
nation upon attaining a grade of 85 per cent
on any one and not more than one, of the fol
lowing subjects: Geography, history, physi
ology, civics."
These rules, as the writer understands, were
the superintendent's executive statement of
the way in which it was intended to carry out
the board's action when the exemption scheme
was adopted, and were framed at the time of
the adoption.
Have we carried out these
ideas? The criticisms of the present plan do
not seem to apply to the plan as contemplated
in the original idea.
It is my opinion that the half-hour scheme
would meet all the exigencies of the case now
put forward in criticism. More liberal terms
of exemption would help retarded pupils and
ease the teacher's burdens. The time saved
by the teacher in not having to stay after
school hours would be more than ample to
compensate her for the extra time lost in
keeping daily records. Besides, are not these
accurate records kept by the teacher of great
benefit to parents and pupils? Are they not
of service to the teacher in comparing the
progress and effectiveness of her work from
day to day and year to year?
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and prefer remaining on duty. So few, on an
average, are entitled to the privilege that the
burden of the teachers in the discipline and
management of their rooms is practically un
relieved. In such instances, efforts to strength
en the weak are futile and unsatisfactory. In
their attitude of restlessness, unthoughtfulness
and discouragement, it is utterly impossible
for even an enthusiastic teacher to work up a
vigorous interest in unplanned and unpre
pared reviews. There is not much wonder
that some of the less fortunate ones, regard
less of merit, remain away from school on
these special days and return later with plaus
ible excuses for their deed.. Now and then
the parent lends encouragement to the child
in such a course of procedure. A number of
them prefer that their excused sons and
daughters be kept in touch with their work
and not turned out at noon to lounge in idle
ness, to walk the streets, to attend ball games,
theaters, etc.
When it is known early in the week by these
too often self-satisfied pupils that their chance
for exemption is lost, they become less pains
taking and thoughtful in their work and less
prompt in their attendance. Hence, an in
creased number of tardy and absent marks
appear on the register which indicate the set
of the sails, if not the direction of the wind.
The all-day presence of the earnest, faith
ful, reliable, persistent, ambitious, successful
workers is a far greater incentive to the slow,
weak, indifferent pupils than their absence
can possibly be. No argument is necessary to
enforce this truth. Besides, there is loss to
those who have gone out from the teacher's
care. Who can determine the loss to an in
dividual of the well-directed efforts of a welltrained, well-informed, wide-awake teacher
even for a single afternoon? That is not all.
These favored sons and daughters of the week
return more or less disconcerted and demoral
ized, with no higher purpose than to repeat
the performance. Such a course will engender
false notions and false ideas of scholarship.
Quality and depth of thought and mastery of
principles, and not grades, are elements of
true scholarship. In efforts to obtain high
marks, superficial knowledge is acquired and
habits are formed that are not those of stu
dents who look beneath the surface of things
for the pearls that lie at the bottom. Then,
the measure of a pupil's success, in the upper
grades, at least, is the intensity of his desire
for information, for knowledge, for truth, for
everything that makes for usefulness, for citi
zenship, and for civic pride and betterment—
not for exemption from opportunity, from ef-

I
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In concluding this brief article it will not be fort, from service. The habit of study and
amiss to state fully but succinctly the objects concentration should remain unbroken as
of the original scheme as I understand:
much as possible that the best results may be
1. To lessen the retardation of bright as accomplished. History is full of the stories
well as the dull children.
of men who reached the heights of fame and
2. To give the teacher necessary practice distinction by patient, continuous toiling while
in individual teaching and in ability to study companions slept or played with time and op
and understand children. This alone seems portunity.
worth our while, for under no other scheme
With these facts before us, how can we gain
does the teacher have an opportunity of com
ing in personal and individual contact with say the conclusion that the plan is a failure?
That the cause demands something better, or
the child.
a
return
to the old regime?
3. Economy of time and money which
would go toward bringing up "special
classes" that have failed in their grades be
cause of the lack of individual help.
4. Time for children who wish to take
music lessons, attend parties, play games,
tramp in the woods, etc. Bright, good and We thank Thee, O Father, for all that is
industrious children who have been able to
bright,
accomplish their work in a shorter time than The gleam of the day and the stars of the
dull, lazy or bad pupils, should not be held in
night,
the schoolroom to '"mark time" while the
others are bringing up their tasks. Let them The flowers of our youth, and the fruits of
our prime,
enjoy the fresh air and freedom which they
have earned. The "loafer" will not, as a And blessings that march down the pathway
rule, be excused for those who '' loaf'' on Fri
of time.—Will Carleton.
day afternoons would "loaf" Saturday, Sun
day, and possibly the rest of the week!
5. To reward the pupil who has done satis
factory work (minor matter).
6. To take the place of exemptions from
' A friend in need,'' my neighbor said to me,
examinations. While we do not believe in too
many "set" examinations, we cannot get "A friend indeed, is. what I mean to be;
away from the fact that, when they are prop
In time of trouble I will come to you,
erly given and prepared for, they are an im
And.in the hour of need you will find me
portant feature of all good education.
true."
7. To improve scholarship, deportment
and attendance.
I thought a bit, and took him by the hand:
Are not these objects worthy careful and
'My friend," said I, "you do not understand
thoughtful consideration? Should we not be
The inner meaning of that simple rhyme;
sure there is "none better" before returning
to the old plan?
A friend is what the heart needs all the
The whole discussion sums up thus: Give
time.''
the scheme a fair trial; try to remedy its de
Henry Van Dyke.
fects. If they prove, after sufficient, intelli
gent, sympathetic and critical trial, to be
worse than the former plan, or if some other
plan, after experimentation with a few schools,
promises better results in accomplishing some
The education of man is the awakening and
of the above-mentioned things, then abolish
this one altogether. Demolition of a man of training of his humanity to consciousness and
straw, however, is both futile and undigni reflection, so that his outward life may be an
fied.
expression of this inward law.—Froebel.
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l^gnumr A. HyniirrH
President of West Tennessee Normal College
Superintendent Seymour Mynders was a
native of Knoxville, Tenn. He was educated
in the common schools of Knoxville and Uni
versity of Tennessee. From the latter insti
tution he graduated in 1880, having com
pleted the classical course and extra work in
Chemistry Department.
He began his career as a teacher in the
rural districts of Gibson County, teaching
first at Ingrams' Pond, near Eaton, and aft
erwards at China Grove, near Rutherford.
In September, 1881, he went to Humboldt
as teacher of mathematics in I. 0. 0. F. Col
lege. The following year he was President
of that Institution, and merged it into the
City School System, becoming City Superin
tendent.
In January, 1885, he became Principal of
Lexington Academy, at Lexington, and con
ducted it successfully as a private school for
six years.

Seymour A. Mynders

In 1892 he accepted the Principalship of
the High School at Jackson, Tenn., and in
1899 was elected Superintendent of the City
Schools of Jackson, which position he held
until his appointment as State Superintend
ent of Public Instruction by Governor Frazier in 1903.
As State Superintendent, he systematized
the Public Schools of the State and inaugu
rated a campaign for more school money,
better buildings, consolidation of schools,
better teachers, etc., that has resulted in a
decided uplift for the schools.

In his four years as State Superintendent,
the school funds of the State were doubled
and two million dollars' worth of school
buildings erected. Since retiring from the
State Superintendency, in 1907, Mr. Mynders
has been Superintendent of the City Schools
of Knoxville, where he has succeeded in
building up one of the best city systems in
the South. The new $150,000 High School is
considered a model.
Mr. Mynders was elected President of the
State Normal School for West Tennessee, at
Memphis, in January, 1911, and will assume
his active duties on June 1st.
Mr. Mynders has been President of the
State Teachers' Association and of the East
Tennessee Educational Association. For four
years he was President of the Association of
State Superintendents of the Southern
States, being elected for four successive
terms. He has been very active in the edu
cational campaign in the Southern States-for
the past nine years.
Mr. Mynders was married in 1884 to Miss
Pobrecitta B. Rieheson, of Humboldt, and is
the father of six children.
Capt. Mynders is a strong, efficient and
progressive man. Memphis welcomes him
most heartily. He has the confidence and
esteem of every one who knows him, and
those who know him best have for him the
most abiding confidence in his ability and in
tegrity.
WHARTON S. JONES.
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Mary Morrison.
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All things come through desire, and everv
sincere prayer is answered. We become like
that on which our hearts are fixed.—Fra ElBertus.
Just whistle a bit, if the day be dark,
And the sky be overcast;
If mute be the voice of the piping lark
Why—pipe your own small blast.
—P. L. Dunbar
Not all men can be great, but every man can
enter, into the atmosphere of greatness and
gain its vision.—Hamilton Wright Malie.
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First Experiment in Home Garden Work
by the (J. S. Department of Agriculture
Principal L. C. Burke.
"It is of the utmost importance that chil
dren should acquire the habit of cultivating
a plot of ground of their own."—Froebel.
Early last autumn the Educational Depart
ment of the Ninteenth Century Club, under
the leadership of Dr. Lilian W. Johnson, be
gan planning a movement in school gardening
which should be a departure from the previ
ously exploited garden idea, in that it should
bring about economic betterment of the family
through the individual effort of the pupil.
The plan to be inaugurated in one school only
this year provided for elective membership to
a class to whom the instruction was to be given
only at recess or after school. It provided for
a model garden to be located upon the school
grounds, and to be used for demonstration.
The pupils' gardens to be located at their
homes and visited frequently by the expert so
that he might judge how effectively the pupils
were putting into practice the knowledge
gained in the class. The work to continue
throughout the year, autumn and winter gar
dens succeeding those of spring and summer.
Much time and effort were given by the la
dies of the Nineteenth Century Club to the
maturing of their plans, which included the
co-operation of Dr. Seaman Knapp of the
United States Bureau of Agriculture, who not
only gave his hearty approval, but entered en
thusiastically into the quest of a suitable ex
pert into whose hands the work was to be
placed. He found the right gentleman in the
person of Mr. 0. M. Watson of Ridge Spring,
South Carolina, who is not only well equipped
from a practical standpoint, but whose unas
suming and yet cordial manner has won for
him the hearty support and entire respect of
both pupils and patrons. That the expert
should be a man well qualified scientifically
was most essential, but since frequent visits
to the gardens at the homes was part of the
plan, that he should be tactful was most indis
pensable. As his relations with the boys and
girls are most intimate, it is fortunate that he
is a man of high moral standards and of abso
lutely no bad habits.
About February 1st, Mr. Watson was di
rected by telegram from Dr. Knapp to report

to Dr. Lilian W. Johnson in Memphis, under
whose direction and supervision he was to
work. Upon his arrival, the work in the par
ticular phase to be undertaken here was out
lined to him by Dr. Johnson, and accompanied
by her he made a tour of the various schools
in the city to determine which school offered
the greatest advantages for this experiment,
which Dr. Knapp believed marked a new era
in the school garden idea.
The City Board of Education gave to Dr.
Johnson and Mr. Watson their hearty support
and opportunity was afforded all white schools
in the city to apply for this work. Nine schools
applied and in a joint meeting of the Board,
Dr. Johnson and Mr. Watson, early in Febru
ary, Riverside School was selected from the
schools applying for this work.
A few days after this decision a meeting
was called among the pupils of this school for
the purpose of organizing the proposed gar
den class. Nearly one hundred and thirty
pupils joined the class, but there was a con
siderable diminution in the numbers of this
class in the course of the next month as vari
ous features of the outlined work became fa
miliar to them. Some withdrew when they
learned that the work was not to be conducted
altogether on the school grounds. Others with
drew when it became plain to them that in or
der to contest for the prizes each pupil must
do all the work in his garden except spading
or plowing. But while these pupils withdrew
from active membership in the class, this
movement has not failed in securing gardens
in their homes, for in most instances the gar
dens enthusiastically undertaken by the chil
dren have been continued by the older people
and are accomplishing some of the ends aimed
for in this undertaking. Others withdrew for
various reasons, but by April 1st, while the
class numbered only about one hundred, it
made up in earnestness of purpose for the
diminution in number.
Mr. Watson's plan in the organization of
the class was carried out in the election of a
president, vice-president and secretary from
among the teaching corps of the school. Later
a librarian was elected from the pupil mem
bership. Although, from a lack of knowledge
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of the methods of procedure among organized
bodies, the first meetings may have dragged in
action, probably a keener interest would have
been sustained in the class if officered from
the pupil membership.
One of the first matters of business before
the class was the selection of a weekly meet
ing day for instruction. Monday was finally
agreed upon, the hour to be as shortly after 3
o'clock as the class could gather in our base
ment assembly room. This room was later de
serted for a nearby room having blackboards
whereon the particular and definite instruc
tion, necessary after the garden spots were
cleared of rubbish and ready for planting,
could be definitely outlined and particularlv
illustrated.
From the outset of this movement, weekly
bulletins for the guidance not only of the
class, but of all readers interested, have been
published in the Sunday edition of the Com
mercial Appeal. As soon as requested, the
Cossitt Library furnished several copies of
the reference book, "The Southern Gardners'
Practical Manual," by J. S. Newman, for the
use of the class.
The quality of the instruction has been ex
cellent, and most skillfully planned to reach
the varying capacities of the class, the mem
bership of which ranged from the third to the
eighth grades, inclusive. A few pupils in the
second grade were admitted where there were
older brothers or sisters who either belonged to
the class or were willing to join for the pur
pose of assisting these younger pupils.
_ Week after week, no matter what the par
ticular subject of instruction planned for the
meeting, Mr. Watson has carefully re-presented and reviewed the really fundamental rules
governing plant growth.
In addition to the class instruction, each pu
pil receives individual and concrete instruc
tion in his own garden on the occasions of Mr.
Watson's visits of inspection, which he makes
as often as he completes the inspection tour of
the sixty-four gardens listed. Some of these
gardens are operated in partnership either be
cause of lack of space in some pupils' yards,
or becaues of a limited space which prohibits
both garden and poultry. A few members of
the class are without gardens altogether, but
belong to the class for the sake of instruction
which they expect to find helpful in succeed
ing years.
Dr. Johnson's plan provided for a model
garden to be located upon the school grounds
which was to be tended by the janitor under
the supervision of Mr. Watson. This garden
was intended not only for a demonstration

spot for the expert, where he might instruct
concretely squads of pupils at recesses and
after school, but also as a distributing depot
for such plants as needed an early start in a
hot bed or cold frame. Because of some delay
in the erection of the hot bed, the plant dis
tribution was abandoned for this season and
the pupils advised to secure their plants at a
nursery or market garden.
As the ordinary garden tools were too heavy
for any of the members of the class, except a
few boys, Mr. Huntington of the American
Hoe and Fork Company, whose factory is near
the school, agreed to manufacture the lighter
tools and sell them to the pupils at cost.
At the first regular meeting of the class each
pupil was requested to keep a notebook, and
no pupil can secure a prize in the fairs to be
held unless a history evincing at least weekly
transcription is exhibited. Three fairs are at
present projected, the first of which is to take
place on June 3rd, another in midsummer and
a third in the autumn at the Tri-State Fair.
It is planned to award prizes at these fairs on
the following basis:
Variety
20 Points]
Quality
20 Points! EXHIBIT.
Arrangement
10 PointsJ
History
30 Points
Profit
20 Points
In addition to the regluar garden class there
are a Tomato Club, a Poultry Class and a.
Special Garden Class. The Riverside Tomato
Club meets jointly with the regular garden
class on Monday afternoons. The Tomato
Club movement was opened to every school
in the city under such supervision as Mr. Wat
son can render in bulletins dealing especially
with tomato culture. These bulletins are sent
to the schools forming clubs and there dis
tributed. Mr. Watson reports clubs in Leath,
Snowden and Gordon schools, with a member
ship of about three hundred.
The Poultry Class meets each Friday night
in the basement assembly room and is open to every resident of the district. No prizes are
to be competed for in this class, nor is any
demonstration conducted in connection with
it. Prof. L. C. Baker and Mr. J. H. Morgan,
President of Tri-State Poultry Association,
addressed the class at a recent meeting. Mr.
Ichling will address the next meeting upon
The Handling of Incubators and Brooders.''
The Special Garden Class is composed of
six boys from grades six, seven and eight and
a few teachers. The work in this class is of a
more advanced character than in the regular
garden class and the reference book, "South
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ern Gardners' Practical Manual," is used as a
text-book. Their instruction also includes in
spection trips to the gardens under Mr. Wat
son's supervision for the sake of concrete in
struction and comparison.
This class was formed upon the suggestion
of Dr. Johnson, to the end that when this work
spread to other schools Mr. Watson would at
least have a partial corps of trained assistants.
The present plan is to assign each of these
boys a territory, the gardens of which they
are to inspect and to advise the less expert
gardeners. In the event of any unusual con
dition, Mr. Watson to be summoned for ad
vice and action.
Shortly after the inauguration of this work
at the Riverside School a class was formed in
the High School. A spot in Overton Park was
secured for class demonstration, but for vari
ous reasons found unsuitable.
Mr. Watson sought earnestly for a more
suitable place in the north end, and was final
ly offered a space belonging to the Church Or
phan Home. There the work has begun among
the older pupils in association with the High
School Class. This High School Class corre
sponds in character of work and instruction
to the Special Class at Riverside.
Most gratifying results have manifested
themselves since early in April, when the fam
ilies of most members of the Garden Class
began to enjoy the fresh and tender vegeta
bles from the gardens.
Less tangible results but more far-reaching
and important are thrusting themselves upon
our notice, one of the most vital of which is
the improved health of many members of the
Garden Class.
Not to be ignored is the evidence, betrayed
by the most casual conversation with members
of the class, of a training in appreciation of
the larger truths of plant life and plant cul
ture ; the awakening in a few, and the foster
ing in many of a love for nature.
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Photographic statistics collected by Mr.
Watson evidence a training in civic beauty in
the transformation of back yards which once
harbored rubbish into neatly kept gardens,
with fences screened by lima or pole beans.
Such examples are infectious in that even one
such garden in a neighborhood incites the emu
lation of others and gardens spring up in
back yards where they never flourished before.
That this infection is not confined to the Riv
erside district alone, but has permeated the
whole city, presumably through the weekly
bulletins, is borne out by the seedsmen, a num
ber of whom have stated to Mr. Watson that
more than twice the usual quantities of seeds
have been sold this spring. Various nursery
men have added weight to the theory in their
assertion of the unusually large demand for
tomato, cabbage, pepper plants and the like,
their stock of which was soon exhausted and
many patrons obliged to wait a second crop.
Training in physical geography is afforded
the members of the class in their study of the
origin, structure and qualities of soil, and in
the relation of soil, air and moisture to seed
germination and plant, development.
In its relation to nature, pupils acquire a
knowledge of the economic relations existing
between plants and insects and birds. The in
struction carefully trains to recognition of and
protection of beneficial birds and insects, and
to destruction of insect enemies.
The mathematical aspect of the training has
been emphasized in the use of test questions in
the classroom illustrating the garden idea in
mensuration (area of gardens, of beds, amount
of fencing); in percentage, both as to com
parative areas cultivated and profits of the
individual enterprise.
General lessons in design were afforded in
the outset of this work in the planning of the
location and size of garden and flower beds.
In conclusion, it may safely be said that the
movement has broadened all associated with it.

The true Southern watermelon is a boon
apart, and not to be mentioned with common
er things. It is chief of the world's luxuries,
king of the grace of God over all the fruits of
the earth. When one has tasted it, he knows
what the angels eat. It was not a Southern
watermelon that Eve took: we know it because
she repented.—Mark Twain.
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The frontispiece shows the new Central basement, where the cloak rooms and lockers
High School, which will be ready for occu are located.
pancy September, 1911. This building is sit
In addition to the cloak rooms, the base
uated near the corner of Peabody and Belle- ment contains the boiler room, heating coils,
vue avenues. When completed, the building
storage rooms, bath rooms, gymnasium, swimwith its grounds and equipment, will cost ap
proximately $465,000, and will compare fa ming pool, two recitation rooms, kitchen and
lunch room where the pupils will have hot
vorably with any institution of its class in meals served at actual cost. This is a very
the United States. The school is primarily beneficial feature, for it will take away the
intended to be an industrial or technical necessity of leaving the grounds during
high school but opportunities will be offered school hours.
along other lines of educational work.
On the first floor are the Principal's office,
This structure faces west, is located upon reception
room, laboratory and lecture rooms
a large, well-graded campus, has a frontage for physics, chemistry and biology, with pri
of 184 feet, is 180 feet deep and will accom vate laboratories and storerooms attached.
modate about 1,500 students. It is a three- There are three domestic science rooms, both
story brick with reinforced concrete floors
sewing and cooking, and the auditorium with
and is absolutely fireproof throughout. Spa a seating capacity of 1,100. The auditorium
cious corridors lead along three sides of each and lecture rooms throughout the building
story and connect with four flights of stairs, are equipped with electrical fixtures for the
furnishing easy access to the various parts various classes of stereopticon work.
of the building. Heating will be by hot air
The library, directly over the main en
and ventilation will be secured by means of trance, eight large class rooms, two study
exhaust fans on the roof. The chemical lab halls and several teachers' retiring rooms are
oratory will have a special ventilation device. upon the second floor. The free-hand and
An artesian well is to furnish unmetered wa- mechanical drawing rooms, music rooms, two
ter and a dynamo will generate the electric lecture rooms and eleven class rooms are
ity for lighting, laboratory and shop use. upon the third floor.
This makes the school independent of the
The lighting of the auditorium and rooms
city lighting and water plants.
situated within the central portions of the
It was originally intended to have all of building is secured by means of light courts
the work carried on in the same building. It and skylights. The exterior walls are vir
has, however, recently been decided to erect tually covered with windows, giving a light
a separate building for the shop work. This ing surface of one-sixth to one-quarter of the
will undoubtedly prove an advantage for the floor space.
pounding of hammers, the clang of irons and
The calisthenics and other indoor exercises
the roar and jar of machinery would serious will be taken care of in the gymnasium and
ly interfere with recitations in nearby rooms swimming pool. Those who pine for fresh
Moreover, additional recitation and class ness of outdoor air and the touch of Mother
rooms will be available in the main building. Earth will find at their disposal a football
There are three entrances for students, one field, two baseball fields, four tennis courts
on either side and the main entrance in front. and two basket-ball courts.
This main entrance is wainscoted with mar
There the present Board and the one pre
ble and leads across a wide corridor, which is ceding it attempts to provide for the high
wainscoted with white enameled brick, into school education of the youth of Memphis
the auditorium. The entrance and corridor and to furnish, with it, those wholesome ath
are floored with high-grade terrazzo. Each letic amusements which appeal so strongly to
of the entrances connects directly with the young people.

To one who has not made the trip before
it seems rather an undertaking to go to Eu
rope for the summer. But this interesting ex
perience is not nearly so difficult as it seems
to many. Of course, the easiest way is to
join a personally conducted party, where one
is relieved of all responsibility and can know
beforehand just what expense to count on,
besides having the benefit of an experienced
conductor. But a congenial party of friends
—four is the ideal number—can, without any
previous experience in foreign travel, spend a
most delightful summer abroad at compara
tively little cost, if they are willing to live
simply, stopping at pensions rather than at
hotels, and economizing as sensible people can.
One way in which the cost can be lessened
is to cross on one of the cheaper lines. I
should prefer crossing on what is known as
a "two-class" boat, to going second class on
one of the big liners. There are several lines
on which comfortable passage can be secured
at from $50 to $75, and for even less, after
the middle of July. One of these, the Ameri
can Line, from Philadhlphia to Liverpool, is
frequently called the "Preachers' and Teach
ers' Line"—so popular is it with these "unmoneyed" classes.
Of course, the cost of the trip depends upon
the style in which one travels and the length
of one's stay, but an estimate of $5 a day on
land should amply cover all necessary ex
penses, if one travels simply. The Woman's
Rest Tour Association of Boston, an organiza
tion formed especially to assist teachers and
others in independent foreign travel, pub
lishes an address book which will be found of
great value to those seeking pleasant but in
expensive hotels and pensions. Guide books
are, of course, indispensable, and of these
Baedeker's are generally considered the best.
Even for those who have no acquaintance
with foreign languages an independent tour
on the continent is quite easily managed, for
English is spoken at almost all hotels and
pensions, in the shops and in many places of

interest, and the sign language is well under
stood in those countries, where there are
thousands of English and American visitors
each year.
This is particularly true of Switzerland,
where travel is most easy. In fact, I know
of no country on the continent where one can
more easily spend a restful yet interesting
fortnight or so than in Helvetia.
Railway tickets are marvelously inexpen
sive there! Americans usually travel second
class on the continent, but third class in Switz
erland is fairly comfortable—witness Pen
elope's comparison of first and third classes,
where she says that the third ''differed only in
having no carpet on the floor, and a smaller
number of buttons in the upholstering." In
Switzerland it is possible to buy for $8 a thirdclass ticket good for two weeks over practi
cally all the railways and lake boats in the
country. What fascinating possibilities this
opens up for exploring all sorts of out-of-theway spots! One of these, which I discovered
for myself one summer, comes vividly before
my mind's eye—Morat, on Lake Neuchatel, a
quaint little town, which looks as if it had
been completely finished four or five hundred
years ago and had not changed in the least
since it witnessed the victory of the Swiss
over Charles the Bold of Burgundy in 1476.
To those not bold enough to venture out of
the land where they can be understood, and
where they can usually comprehend the
mother tongue, England offers countless de
lights of travel. What could be more inter
esting than a tour of the English cathedral
towns, or a walking trip (if one likes that sort
of thing) through the English Lake District
or Devonshire? For those who prefer the
cities, the wonders of London are inexhaust
ible. Several weeks could be most profitably
spent attending lectures at the summer school
held alternately at Oxford and at Cambridge.
One summer will prove all too short to ac
complish one-tenth of the things one would
like to do.

Every man stamps his value upon himself.
The price we challenge for ourselves is given
us.—Schiller.
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"Stay After School'
Geoffrey F. Morgan, in Primary Plans.
Isn't that a familiar phrase! How many
times have we said it in the last month1 Lost
count, haven't we? Johnny drops a marble.
—"Stay after school." Susan giggles.—
"Stay after school." Willie doesn't know
his spelling.—"Stay after school." Staying
after school is like the quack's remedy, it is
"good for what ails you."
We have been brought to this line of
thought by seeing in a teachers' journal a
query as to what should be done with keptin pupils. Well, in the first place, they should
not have been kept in, but since they have,
the first thing to be done is to let them out.
If Johnny can't control his own marbles,
take care of them yourself for a few days.
If Susan cannot repress her giggles, let her
take her book and withdraw to some room
where she can giggle without disturbing any
one. If Willie's spelling shows lack of study,
have him study it right now, in class, but
for goodness' sake, and for your own sake,
don't have the room dotted with forlorn pu
pils after the rest have departed, like strand
ed driftwood left high and dry by the re
treating tide.
The arguments against keeping in are man
ifold. In the first place, the vitiated air, the
tired teacher, and the stubborn pupil form a
combination which is highly prejudicial to
the advancement of learning. If the teacher
was not able to contro.l and instruct the pu
pil when the day was young, he will hardly
be able to do him much good when the strain
of the day's work is upon him.
Furthermore, keeping after school is a con
fession of weakness. Strong teachers don't
do it. Great, active, whole-souled teachers
bring to their classes an inspiration and en
thusiasm which carries pupils along in spite
of themselves. There is no place in the school
room for inattention and disorder. The ener
getic, enthusiastic teacher compels Johnny's
attention until he forgets all about his mar
bles, and he infuses into Susan a spirit of
business which crowds out the giggle.
I said it was a confession of weakness. It
is an escape through the nearest loophole. It
is the unanswerable reply with which to
"come back" at every child. It is the sim
plest way of having a child complete his

work before he leaves the school house. Let
us see if these things are not so.
A child makes a pert reply. You cannot
think of any strong, swift rebuke such as he
deserves, so you say, "Stay after school." A
boy breaks a rule. You are not quick-witted
enough to mete out an immediatejudgment,
so you say, "Stay after school." You find
that two girls have not completed their work
on time, and so, to get it finished, you say,
"Stay after school." If you were keen
enough you would be able to answer a fool
according to his folly. If you were quick
enough, you would know what to do the in
stant the boy does something wrong. If you
were sharp enough, you would see that those
girls stopped whispering and got to work,
and thus had their work finihsed with the
rest. But you are not, so you say, "Stay
after school.''
But the gravest fault of this method of dis
cipline is worse than any of these. Keeping
after school is a failure. It does not do the
thing it attempts to do. If a boy cannot learn
his lesson in class, with all his mates to help
him, then he cannot learn it in the dusty,
vitiated and unwholesome air of an echoing
and deserted schoolroom, under the direction
of a weary and impatient teacher. Let a
pupil learn in school.
Of course, I do not mean by this that a
pupil who has been absent, or who is de
fective, or dull, is never to be helped after
regular hours. For these to obtain help is a
privilege, and they should be taught to con
sider it as such. I am referring to staying
after school as a mode of punishment.
It is a failure as a mode of punishment for
bad behavior. If a boy drops his marbles in
school, he should be warned. "When they
drop the second time, say, "You are not able
to take care of your marbles. I will take
them.'' Keep them about three days. Every
time the boy wants to play a game he will
think of how he lost his bag, and when he
gets his marbles again he will take pains to
keep them.
Incidentally, we might observe that a
teacher has no right to keep any pupil's prop
erty for more than a few days—a week at
longest. There is no moral difference be
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tween taking a boy's knife and keeping it
and taking a man's watch. There is an ugly
name for doing the latter thing.
For every schoolroom misdemeanor there
is a better penalty than keeping in. It mere
ly rests with the teacher to discover it. I
have tried to point out here some of the rea
sons. Furthermore, it is quite possible to
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run a school a whole week without keeping
any one in. Try it. Say to yourself: "For
the next week I will not keep a single pupil
after school as a punishment. I will devise
some other form if discipline becomes neces
sary." Try it for a week, find what a blessed
relief it is, and then get the new habit, and
get rid of the old one.

The Tower of Dreams
I had built my tower nobly,
Taller than the tallest pine,
Far from clang of mart and high road,
Past the battle's hurtling line.
There I drank the strange elixir
Of the magic upper air,
Sweet with many a sun-kissed blossom,
Gently robbed for vintage rare.

Curtained silence, deadly darkness,
What were those strange forms of gloom
Shrouded deep in spectral horror ?
Was my tower but a tomb?
Mem'ries woke and burned within me,
Human heart-throbs, human fears,
Dreams of greatness long forgotten,
Buried hopes of nobler years.

Stars in order, noiseless cloud-march,
Singing pine mid long-ranged wood;
Moon-lit wave and roaming night-wind—
All a great, glad Brotherhood.
These I loved as comrades, sharing
In their vast and care-free life,
Till I learned the peace that brooded
Far away from mortal strife.

Came the stir of ancient tumult
Grappling all my powers of mind,
Like a furious war-cloud falling
On a horde of human kind.
There alone I fought the battle
Through a stifling, starless night;
What avail my old communion
With the far-off mountain height?

Hark! a din of human battle
All about my turret fair—
Trumpet shrill, and horrid bugle
Clashing in the startled air.
Voices hoarse with futile striving,
Shrieks of fear and groans of pain!
Prayers and oaths—a dreadful chorus,
Pulsing upward, all in vain!

Blindly went the minstrel night-wind;
Coldly stretched the sightless sky;
Far away the ocean thundered,
Heartless to man's destiny.
But below, the ranks of mortals
Struggled in a war like mine,
Right and wrong in ceaseless conflict,
Human heart with soul divine.

Angrily I saw the battle
Rage around my turret wall,
For I cursed men's ancient warfare
And the doom that sealed them all.
And I cried aloud, impatient
For my cherished peace of yore,
So I closed my tower window,
And I barred my turret door.

Weary chiefs would greet my coming,
Wounded men would ask my aid,
All would know me as a brother
In the struggle undismayed.
Nearer kin than night's rich beauty,
Closer than the sun's warm beams,
Grew the bond with striving mortals—
So I left my tower of dreams.
Evelyn Byrd Winchester.

Education is the preparation for complete
living.^"-Herbert Spencer.
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Far away on a lonely island off New Eng
land's "stern and rock-bound coast," dwell
this much esteemed and worthy couple.
Though gaunt, grim and gray to view, they at
tract much attention, and their island home,
though bleak and bare, and quite deserted in
winter, is in summer quite popular with the
visitors of that coast. Not a tree, hardly even
a shrub, grows there, only a few clumps of
the wild roses or eglantine which so perfumes
the air of the Cape Ann Shore, or a few others
of the wild flowers of that region may find
sustenance in the scanty soil among the rocks.
The Thatcher residence stands on an emi
nence, and being of considerable height and
substantial in structure, it is a conspicuous
object on that coast. Though grim and gray,
of rough granite, it is not forbidding; on the
contrary, many a storm-tossed mariner hails
it with delight. He knows the Thatchers are
his friends and that they simply live to pro
mote his welfare. And you must know that
means a great deal, for the sailors of those
seas are legion, and have come from all parts
of the earth to wrest a living from the stormy
waters of the North Atlantic. Stormy but
teeming with life are they to such an extent as
to seem inexhaustible, so for two hundred
years they have been the fishing grounds of
nations.
Over yonder, almost in sight of the Thatch
ers, is a city said to be the greatest fishing port
in the world. Now, I hope I need not tell my
young readers the name of this city, so I will
only remind them that it is somewhere between
Boston and Cape Ann. Let us imagine for a
moment that it is a fine, breezy and, to us just
from the Sunny South, bracing summer morn
ing, and that we are sitting or reclining on
the Bass Rocks, like Kipling's British soldier,
"lookin' lazy at the sea."
It is dotted with white sails; fishing vessels
and boats large and small are setting out in
hopes of making a fine "catch"; even those
birds flying overhead are going a-fishing.
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The big four-masted schooners will be gone
several weeks before they return with their
cargo of mackerel, codfish or halibut, but the
small fishing boats will return at night to their
haven under the hill." From time to time
we will see a steamer in the distance bearing
its load of human freight, usually to some
port on the coast of Maine or Nova Scotia; or,
from the opposite direction to Boston. Often,
too, we may see a "freighter," not so attrac
tive looking as the passenger vessels, but
rather imposing by reason of size. Com
ing back to the small fishing
boats,
now and then will we see one that
looks different from anything the young
Tennessean has ever seen before. "What do
you suppose is the queer, unwieldy-looking ob
ject the fisherman carries in his boat ? It looks
like a sort of cage, but on inquiry we find it
is a "lobster pot;" he carries it out some lit
tle distance and fastens it to a stake in the
water. In due time he will go back and re
turn with the lobsters. Some of them are
huge, too. I noticed one weighing 18 pounds.
When Mr. Lowell wrote "Oh, what is so
rare as a day in June? Then, if ever, come
perfect days," he must have had this coast
in his mind, and no doubt he knew it well.
The perfume of the wild roses for which Cape
Ann is famous is blended with that of the
new-mown hay, and as if that were not ex
hilarating enough, the smell of the salt sea
air mingles from time to time with the other
odors, each with its own delightfully sugges
tive associations. You inhale with delight,
feeling as if you can't get enough of it, and
maybe remembering with pity some friend
you have left in a city down South, unkissed
by those fragrant, life-giving sea breezes.
Here comes a boy with a great armful of
the lovely water lilies. They are fresh and
dewy, and he tells us that he rose at 4 o 'clock
and walked several miles to gather and bring
them to us; so of course we must buy some.
Now we will stroll along toward yonder smooth
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beach, for the sun's rays are getting pretty
warm on the rocks. Here we find a gay crowd
of both young and old frolicking in the water,
for the tide is coming in, and the surf is just
right for fun. How they all enjoy it! Don't
you want to go in, too? But I fancy I hear
you say: "What has all this to do with the
Thatchers?" Well, it's simply their environ
ment, and really I am not quite through with
that, for I must remind you there is a dark
and terribly real side to this picture. This
same coast that is a regular summer play
grounds for thousands who come for health
and recreation has been the scene of many a
shipwreck, and Uncle Sam has to take many
precautions for the protection of vessels and
sailors. So, at night you may see beacon lights
and light houses all along the coast. The
lights are all different, red, blue, green or
white; some steady, some revolving; and the
experienced sailor knows every one, and what
danger it cautions him against. Not very far
from here is the "Reef of Norman's Woe,"
which you remember as the scene of Longfel
low's "Wreck of the Hesperus." Sometimes
the hidden rocks are located by means of a bell
buoy. The bell, tolled incessantly by the bil
lows, says as plainly as words can, "Shoal,
'ware shoal!"
Now, to return to our friends and their isl
and home. We may walk over there, if you
like. '' What!" I hear you say;''how can that
be if they live on an island?" True, I must
explain that it is an island at high tide, but
at low tide you can walk over on the rocks,
though it is not the easiest and smoothest walk
ing in the world, and if you do not choose your
time aright, you may be caught by the next
tide and have to stay some five or six hours
longer than you intended or even be out all
night, and I must say, there are no induce
ments to spend the night on the island. But
I have not yet told you what is the most con
spicuous feature of this island. Perhaps you
already know or have guessed it. There are
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two light houses, each having a splendid white
light, but the taller one in particular may
be seen on a dark night many miles away at
sea. These lights at night easily dominate the
whole coast and sea view for miles. The mem
ory often reverts with pleasure to the first
view of that splendid scene. Everything com
bined to make it simply perfect of its kind.
The evening was clear and cool; twilight
shades were deepening, but a fine rosy glow
tinged the heavens. Suddenly, as we reached
the hilltop, a perfect panorama of calm and
exquisite beauty extended before us to the faroff horizon where the sun had gone down in
the western wave. The peace of a New Eng
land Sabbath pervaded everything; not a sail
was to be seen on the deep. As if to render
the effect more striking, just then the great
light flashd out over land and sea from its
high tower, making the path of rays across
the water; presently the second light appeared
lower down, and the picture was complete.
In conclusion, to explain just why this story
is called Mr. and Mrs. Thatcher, this was over
heard as some ladies were enjoying social chats
on the veranda one evening. In the midst of
their conversation, like a brilliant star the
lofty light streamed out over the water. A
young lady said to one of the older ladies
whom she admired very much: "Somehow
that light always reminds me of these lines in
Tennyson's 'Crossing the Bar':"
"Sunset and evening star,
And one clear call for me;
And may there be no moaning of the bar
When I put out to sea."

The old lady smiled ever so little at this
sentiment, but was silent for a moment.
Finally she said: "Well, I have known those
lights all my life, and when we were children
we always spoke of them as Mr. and Mrs.
Thatcher."
Emmellesse.

Remember now and always that life is no
idle dream, but a solemn reality, based upon
eternity, and encompassed by eternity. Find
out your task; stand to it; the night cometh
when no man can work.—Thomas Carlyle.
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By Grace Parke.
Three pretty heads were bent over the chaf
ing dish and three unwearying tongues were
wagging as franctically as ever. They were
in Elizabeth Burton's large, cool front room
of the Benton Building. They had talked
about almost everybody and everything in
Forrest Hill, the little town in which the Sem
inary was situated, and now the subject drift
ed to a prank played by some Senior girls the
week before.
"I was really surprised that Jean wasn't
caught," said Elizabeth.
"Yes, for Mrs. Wills is so slick and so anx
ious to find you doing something you shouldn't
do," returned Mary Armstrong.
"I don't believe she could catch me at any
thing as easy as that, either," declared Ruth
Maury.
"Lookout, Ruth," cautioned Elizabeth with
affected seriousness. "You know pride goeth
before a fall."
And it did precede an awful bump.
"But, sure enough, girls," interrupted
Mary, "we've been here over a month and
haven't made a bit of fuss. Things are get
ting monotonous, and I'm afraid they will for
get that we Freshmen are here.''
"Suppose we do something rash, then,"
suggested Ruth. '' Let's begin by tackling this
fudge. I'm dreadfully hungry.''
With this she tossed a pillow across the
room, followed it with the fudge in her hand,
and sat down. It then became necessary for
the others to follow her example if they want
ed any fudge, so they seated themselves be
side her and resumed the conversation.
"Say," went on Ruth, "did you all know
that Jean Anderson's set had a secret society?
No? Well, they have. There is no one in it
except Seniors besides Ellen Hamilton. It
isn't out among the other girls, but
"
"It soon will be, now that you know about
it. You always know everything before any
one else does. How in the world did you find
it out?" interrupted Elizabeth.
Ruth helped herself to the fudge and went
on as if she had not been interrupted. "It
isn't generally known among the girls, but I
was in the library this morning when Jean told

Ellen all about it. They didn't see me, but I
would have made my presence known, only I
didn't notice what they were saying for a
while; then I was afraid they would think I
had been eavesdropping, so I just sat there
and tried to read, but I couldn't help hear
ing it.
"Ellen agreed to join, and she is to be ini
tiated tonight at 10:15. I wish I could see it.
It—I'll tell you girls! We'll not be so inno
cent any longer. The society meets in Jean's
room, and we can go up the fire escape that
leads to the back porch upstairs at the Hamp
ton House. From there we can see in at
Jean's window and find out what is going
on."
The other girls had been listening atten
tively. "But, of course, the shades will be
drawn," objected Mary. "Then how are we
to see?"
"That's so," mused Ruth. "But we might
put on masks so we can't be recognized and
go up there; then if there is no way to see,
we'll just have to come back. It's so warm,
though, they'll probably raise the windows
and just tack the shades down. If they did
that we could hear."
The plan was agreed upon and the girls
went back to their studies.
That night at 10:30 three masked figures
clad in dark colors crept silently down the fire
escapes of the Benton Building and stole
quickly across the front campus. Unfortu
nately for the wicked little would-be-eavesdroppers, the moon shown down brightly, dis
played ghastly white spots in the trees, and
made scary black objects, taking every imag
inable shape, appear everywhere as the halffrightened girls sped from their boarding
house to Hampton House, the only other of
which the Seminary boasted.
Up the fire escape of the Hampton House
they started, in constant dread of Mrs. Will's
stern face and flashing eyes, and yet in de
light at the thought of the sights they expected
to see. For it was an established fact that
anything which Jean Anderson planned was
worth seeing.
Ruth had been forced to take the lead. Eliz
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abeth followed close behind, but Mary had not
started up the steps when Ruth, after ascend
ing several steps, suddenly gave a low, muffled
cry, and came rolling down, bringing Eliza
beth with her. Mary, who was nervous and
easily frightened, then uttered a cry which
was neither low nor muffled.
Almost simultaneously with this occurrence
were the appearance of a white-robed figure in
one of the front windows of the building and
the disappearance of a dim light behind the
shade of one of the side windows. The whiterobed figure was gone in an instant, only to fly
out on the back porch in a somewhat more pre
sentable appearance and start down the fire
escape as fast as her clumsiness would allow.
The girls were making a hasty retreat to
ward the Benton Building, but when they
heard a rumbling sound in the direction of
the fire escape their curiosity as well as their
interest regarding Mrs. Wills' welfare forced
them to return to the fatal scene and help poor
Mrs. Wills gather her shocked self together.
Ruth remembered Elizabeth's caution and
wondered if Mrs. Wills' fall was also due to
pride. Upon examining the place of the acci
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dent she found that it was the step, which was
hanging by one nail to the foundation where
Mrs. Wills, in her rush, had deposited it, and
not pride that was to blame for the accident.
Mrs. Wills made the girls unmask, gave
them a sound lecture, asked their names, and
saw each one to her room.
The next morning Mr. Brooks, the Presi
dent, called them into his office. They would
probably have gotten off this time had they
not refused to tell where they had intended to
go. Their stanch refusal, however, angered
Mr. Brooks, so he gave each of them a copy
of "The Talisman," locked them up in their
rooms, and told them that if they had read the
book by evening and could answer the ques
tions which he gave them on it, the matter
would end.
The girls managed to get enough knowledge
of the book into their heads to give acceptable
answers to the hard questions which Mr.
Brooks gave them.
That night before the lights went out the
girls had secured permission from the Presi
dent to have a Halloween masquerade on the
next Friday night.

I see from my house by the side of the road,
By the side of the highway of life,
The men who press with the ardor of hope,
The men who are faint with the strife;
But I turn not away from their smile nor their
tears,
Both parts of an infinite plan;
Let me live in my house by the side of tibie
road,
And be a friend of man.
Sam Walter Foss.

Don't say you are "sorry" if somebody brings
His trials for you to share;
But show him the might of his folded wings
And point to the upper air.
Helen Chauncey.

All the strength and force of man comes
from his faith in things unseen. Strong con
victions precede great actions. Clear, deep,
living convictions rule the world.—James
Freeman Clarke.
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A Nigtyt Witty Spatty
Evelyn Byrd Winchester.
Allen Percy.
"Can you give me a room for tonight?"
Thus spoke Charles Henderson to the land
lord of the little tavern at Redville, a small
village.
Henderson had ridden all day on his bicycle.
He was enjoying his two weeks' vacation by
making a long trip on a bicycle. He had rid
den all that afternoon through a large wood,
in the center of which was Redville.
The landlord of the tavern showed Hender
son his room, and after washing himself, Hen
derson sat down to a good country supper.
When the meal was over he went out on the
veranda to listen to the country gossip. Some
one asked an old man to tell a ghost story. He
did, and by doing so caused many young men
to go hurriedly past the graveyard on their
various ways home. When the group broke
up at about 11 o'clock Henderson went to bed.
Although the ghost stories made him jump at
the slightest sound, he felt that he had en
joyed the evening.
About midnight he woke up. He heard a
noise in the next room. A voice shrieked,'' Oh
common mortals, know that Death roams to
night. Few of you will again see the sun."
The door of that room opened, and a noise
was heard in a room on the other side of the
hall.
"Oh, spare me! Help! Help!" screamed
a voice.
Henderson locked his door and got into
bed again. About fifteen minutes later, a
knock on his door was heard.
"Who's there?" asked Henderson.
"Death knocks. He has come to carry you
away," replied the one outside the door.
Henderson was not scared.
"You'll get in here first," he shouted, sit
ting up in bed.
A second later something in white rose up
before the transom. It dropped a large scythe,
which fell into the room. Henderson then
climbed out of the window and slid down a
drain pipe that was near.
He stood on the ground and watched. That
white something came out of the window. It

was about five and one-half feet tall. It had
the same scythe over its shoulder. As Hender
son watched, it slid down the drain pipe, the
same as he had done.
Henderson took to his heels, followed by
the specter, which was yelling and screeching.
They ran swiftly through the village and into
the forest. The phantom was slowly but
surely gaining on Henderson, who was wast
ing his breath crying for help.
After running about three miles, with the
ghost a few yards behind him, Henderson was
almost completely exhausted. There being no
moon, the night was black as ink. The ground
was covered with vines and underbrush, and
the trees were very thick. Henderson finally
caught his foot in a vine, stumbled, and fell to
the ground.
In a second the ghost was upon him. Hen
derson, now thoroughly frightened, got up on
his knees and begged for his life. The ghost
proved to be harmless, however.
"Tag! You 're it!" it cried, tapping Hen
derson on the shoulder.
The phantom darted off into the woods, ex
pecting to be pursued by Henderson, but it
ran into a man who was walking through the
woods. Both specter and mortal sat on the
ground, so great was the force of the collision.
The mortal recovered himself first, and drag
ged the ghost over to Henderson, who had
risen. The man had brought a rope, and the
specter was speedily bound, hand and foot.
'' I see,'' said the man to Henderson, as they
walked through the woods with the ghost on
their shoulders, "that you got a pretty good
scare tonight. This spirit here on our shoul
ders is an escaped lunatic. He imagines him
self to be Death. I am taking him back to the
asylum at Indianapolis. I stopped with him
at the tavern, and tied him up in my room. I
got to my room tonight just in time to see
him slide down the drain pipe after you. I
dressed and followed him into the woods, and
you know the rest."
"Ha! Death is chained again!" groaned
the lunatic, sleepily.

[The above stories by Grace Parke and Alle c Percy are awarded first and second honors in the
"Short Story Contest" held by the English classes of the Annex High School. Honorable mention is given:
"The Ghost of the Cedars," by Virginia Heath; "A Significant Warning From the Skies," by Margaret
Milton, and "The Amber Ghosts," by Katherine Me-Carthy.—Editors.]

A jocund spring breeze, stirring betimes,
swept up the spruce-wooded lawn of Friend
Barton's homestead and knocked quite lustily
at the grim brown shutters. But those shut
ters were impregnable to the genial assault of
sunshine and breezes—of that I felt sure,
after a night spent behind their frowning bar
ricade. The chill of a musty, echoing hall
way was yet upon me, and I turned from the
door to breathe the wood-scented air grate
fully, edged though it was with the pungency
of early spring. The house rose bleakly from
its evergreen hillside in that stern aloofness
marked as the Quaker protest against sur
rounding pomps. Every line of its rigid ar
chitecture bespoke austerity. Broken only by
the severe outline of menacing shutters and
doors, the bald expanse of dull gray brick pre
sented a front sufficiently repelling.
Instinctively I looked away from the house
over somber spruce tops and off to encircling
hills dimly outlined through a purplish haze.
On the nearer reaches where the mists had
lifted, morning glistened vividly. A lush
meadow, sprinkled with violet and gold, was
flaunting its tall, lithe grasses enticingly be
low ; from it surged up the pleasant fragrance
of damp earth and growing things. Down the
avenue I started, the crisp air tingling to my
veins like wine.
"Good morning to thee!" The tones were
dulcet. I stopped short and scanned the
spruce-shadows at my right. Old Friend Bar
ton emerged—my husband's uncle, my host
of the night before. He was a thin, graybearded man, inflexible of figure as an oak
tree, sad-eyed and hollow-templed. Only in
the full, well-curved upper lip could be seen a
trace of the sensuous. He came forward
slowly, holding me with his deep-set, medita
tive eyes. The gaze suggested an awakening
interest that, as he approached, deepened into
tenderness.
'' Good-morning to thee!" He extended his
hand in grave courtesy. '' Thee rises early, it
seems. Is thee off for a walk?"
I felt a keen desire to sound the depths of
his human interest while his mood seemed
kindly.
"Yes," I answered, "this country of yours
is irresistible! Won't you come with me and
play guide ? I am sure there must be charm
ing traditions that you can tell me.''

He looked up eagerly. "Traditions? Does
thee love them? I might think thee would.
Thee is so like Melanie."
His eyes rested on me in eager scrutiny. I
was startled into a fresh sally.
"This is a most beautiful country! How
much belongs to your place?"
"All the way to the woods over there; my
wife and I grew up on adjoining farms, and
consolidated our land.''
He pointed absently, then looked back at
me with fresh interest. We had reached the
foot of the hill, and now faced the flowering
meadow of my recent admiration. A broad
white path threaded it like ribbon.
"Let's go in among these lovely wild flow
ers!" I cried impulsively.
He bent toward me gently. "And does thee
love flowers and green things? And the
verses poets write of them?"
"Yes," I answered, a trifle curtly. His
personalities annoyed and perplexed me. I
hurried on—
"Now tell me about your friends. Is the
neighborhood social?"
The light in his gray eyes became intense.
He caught his breath.
"Thee loves people and gaiety? If thee
lived back there on the hill, thee would have
music and dancing and life. Is it so? I
thought as much—thee is like Melanie!"
I stopped short and eyed him keenly. At
my look he stirred, as if from a dream, and
dropped his head in silent abashment. Walk
ing on, he spoke in low, steadied tones.
"I am glad to have thee with us, if only
for a day, my young friend. Often I have
longed to see the wife of my favorite nephew.
He is a good boy, though he did depart from
his old creed. Does thee love the Friends?"
'' Some of them, Uncle Rufus,'' I answered,
a trifle archly. I had rebuffed the fervent
psychologist; now I was trying to make
amends to the most charming of courtiers.
"It is good to hear thee say that," he re
plied gently. "Thee must love them, for thy
Joseph came of the stock. And thee is the
kind of wife for him." He paused, then
dropped to his first pensive key. "Thee is
like Melanie."
The liquids lingered tenderly on his tongue,
and the smile he gave me was far off. I
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took his arm confidingly. "Tell me about
her," I whispered.
In the meadow round us spring was rioting
incessantly. Buttercups danced like wild-fire
in the grasses; down hollows the tufted vio
lets nodded with a gay, breezy motion. But
the old man's eyes sought the mist-clad hills.
"Thee knows I am a Quaker, and no weaver
of idle tales. For truly we're a rugged sect,
caring only for the root of the matter, and
I am a staunch upholder of my creed and
spurn light thoughts and idle fancies. But
for one long, sweet year I roamed outside the
pale—that is why I understand thy Joseph.
I went to Virginia one summer fifty years
ago—for my father's Philadelphia firm, and
there I felt the charm of gay young life and
the spell of woman's beauty. I was a keen
trader, and easily won the men over to my
business schemes. They liked me well in spite
of my Quaker blood, for I was big and
strong and kindly, and soon fell into their
easy ways. I learned to love the wild hunt
and the mazy dance and the iced drinks that
cooled the veins. I learned to look bravely
at the women, for they liked my earnest man
ner and the Quaker words on my tongue. But
from the beginning, there was only one
maiden for me, Melanie Burwell, the Witch
of the Valley, they called her. I saw her first
on a morning like this when thee is by me—
a morning made for young things and beau
tiful. I was off through the village for an
early walk, such as I always loved. Morn
ing lay cool on elm-lined streets and deep
lawns flecked with shade. I passed old man
sions one by one, noting the stately beauty
of their white columns and broad piazzas.
Quite casually, I turned off the main street
into a lane that followed the side of the larg
est and handsomest lawn. Passing a dense
cluster of peach trees, I stopped in sheer won
der beside a rose garden such as I had never
imagined in all my life. I can recall the
scene now so vividly—the mossy stone fence,
the wicker gate, opening on a damp, petalstrewn path to the house, and the yard on
either side all bursting into bloom. There
were pink roses and white roses and red—a
wealth of roses. I stood beside the gate and
gloated over them as a miser over gold. Sud
denly from among the bushes peered a face
that seemed a very part of the rose garden. I
can always see her as she looked then—her
golden hair wind-blown, her blue eyes bright
and curious. A bare moment, and the face
was withdrawn. As I turned, there was a
high, gay laugh, an impetuous click of scis
sors—a hand flashed above the bushes, and a

red rose fell in my path. I picked it up as
lightly as I could, but found my nerves un
steady as I fingered it.
"I saw her that night in the dance—saw
her far off, and knew the shimmering vision
as my own. I met her, and got from her eyes
a sparkle of recognition. Once, when we
stood together for a moment, she said softly,
'I see that you like rose gardens, Mr. Bar
ton. Will you not come and look through
mine some day ?'
"I sought her much after that. She grew
to love me—the sparkling, radiant girl eared
for the grave-eyed Quaker. She used to call
me her Quaker cavalier, and vowed she would
make a whole cavalier of me before the year
was out. I caught much of her gay spirit
during those months. She kindled in my
blood a fever for the rich beauty of life.
There was music and dancing and laughter;
there were long, wild rides' over the moun
tains, walks in the valley, and evenings in the
cool garden. We read the poets—Melanie
loved them; she knew their language, and
she caught their accent.
"And in that golden time, I quite forgot
the stern traditions of my fathers; only on
my business plans I worked with keener inter
est. We talked much of the Quaker home
stead. I told her of the people she would
meet—the sad-browed women and the silent
men.
"She listened eagerly to the scant gossip
of our countryside. As I told you, she loved
old tales and dim traditions. And now and
again she would toss her bright head high and
tell me that she could make worldlings of
them all, even as she had made a cavalier of
me. And I believe she could have done it.
"But she did not get here—the old home
stead never saw its mistress. There came a
raging fever that struck her down before my
eyes, and snatched her from me unaware.
Those were days dark to remember!"
The old man stopped for a long moment.
When I glanced up, a mask had dropped
over his face, a while before so transfigured.
He looked down at me with bland, disinter
ested eyes.
"Let us turn back," he said, with the se
verity of tone that I had reckoned against
him on the night before.
We walked back rapidly in silence, the
more oppressive because of the question that
burned on my lips. As we dropped beneath
the spruce-shadows, he spoke again, but with
an icy calm.
"Thee is wondering why I married my
wife ?''
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His words recalled the forbiding figure that
had presided over the simple board, and I
shuddered as I thought of the pervading stiff
ness of the meal.
"She, too, had a great sorrow," he said.
'' There was once a man who could make her
pulses stir like the pulses of a wild thing. She
was beautiful in youth, with the beauty of
white, chiseled features and calm, clear eyes.
And the man was a dashing captain, holding
his head high and proud, and glancing like
fire. The year I was away they met. They
were betrothed. That same year he was or
dered to the Southwestern border to quell a
riot. But he did not return—the young cap
tain. He was killed by a bullet shot, far off
on the frontier. When I came back here with
the soul of me crushed out, I found her over
there, broken-hearted.''
He bent his head toward the fields he had
told me belonged to his wife. Then he went
on, coldly and precisely:
"A man like me can love but once; a
woman like that can love but once. We talked
of it all—we two; we spoke, heart to heart.
We had played together; we had been school
comrades. We were sharing each other's sor
rows—why not, I said at last, face life to
gether, hand in hand, man and wife, and'
good comrades?"
He paused a moment, but I was quite
silent. Fortunately, he divined my unasked
question.
"Oh, we've been happy, peacefully happy,"
he said, half-defiantly. " There've been our
sons and the land and—Friends' meetings.
Thee need not sorrow for us. Nor is this a
tale for the highways, neither—I tell it to
thee—I have told it to none else, but to thee''
—(his eyes were on me, and the sterness of
them gone)—"to thee, because thee is like
her—like Melanie."
We were approaching the house. Morning
had brought in an intense, golden day, and
things had ceased playing as if the better to
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grow. The air seemed charged with the
breathless earnest of sprouting. Only the
great brick house frowned down on this tense
mood, as it had on the late frolic of grasses,
spruce trees and flowers.
On me, too, it
frowned. I thought of the other girl, the girl
of long ago—would it have frowned on her,
had she entered it as mistress, light-hearted
and radiant? Would it have frowned still,
under her soft touches of English ivy and
Virginia creeper? Or would the vines have
died while tender on those cold walls, that
even age had left unmellowed?
I walked up the steps thoughtfully beside
the old, old man.
"Has thee noticed the portraits in the
hall?" he asked. "Let me show thee."
In truth I had not lingered in the hall,
shivering at its dimness of yesterday evening
and its clamminess of early morning. But
now I paused for a long time!
They faced each other, the gay young cap
tain and the laughing girl. The fire in his
eye still gleamed; the rose on her cheek had
not faded. They had hung there all these
years—looking down on the somber household
with light proprietorshop—these gay young
guardians of grave old adorers; these Penates,
revered, but ever young.
At the girl I looked longest. A face of
haunting radiance, such as artists love, for it
spurs them to certain fine tricks of light and
shadow. This painter had caught the radi
ance to the life—it was there in the frame,
like a presence.
The old man's face was transfigured.
"Thee likes it!" he breathed in ecstasy.
"I love it," I answered softly; "it's youth
and joy and radiance. It's kept your heart
young all these years, hasn't it?"
Then I looked past him down the long,
bleak hall with a sigh. But the sigh was for
him—not for the bright young thing in the
frame. Perhaps she had been happier all the
years thus—in a frame.

I would be true, for there are those who trust
me,
I would be pure, for there are those who
care,
I would be strong, for there is much to suffer,
I would be brave, for there is much to dare.
Howard Arnold Walter.
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Dorothy Fritchey, Student of Poplar High School.
"Mother, when can you finish that dress? drop splashed on Ruth's nose. In a moment
Ada Williams invited me to go with her to our another followed, then another, until a regular
sorority spread, but I haven't a thing to shower descended upon them. Hastily jump
wear.'' Ruth, at the foot of the stairs, startled ing up and looking about them, they saw that
her mother into dropping her scissors. Look the whole sky was black, with occasional
ing down at the flushed face below her, she flashes of lightning.
laughed and called her up.
"Run for the house, everybody," shouted
"When and where is it going to be—this Ada, as she flew up the path between the
'spread,' as you call it?" inquired her mother. bushes. They all followed except Ruth, whose
"Why, over in Ada's rose garden, back un sleeve had become fastened among the thorns
der the trees; and this very afternoon, too. I of a bush. As she twisted and pulled at it
have to go in half an hour."
the rain kept coming faster, until it fell in
"It is too bad, but this dress will not be torrents. With an impatient jerk she finally
finished until tomorrow at least. Suppose you freed herself, though most of the sleeve re
wear a white dress. I am sure you have sev mained on the rosebush. While on her way
eral. ''
to the house she slipped and fell, plentifully
"Mercy, no, mother. Do please let me wear bespattering her dress with mud.
one of yours that was sent out Friday. I
When she finally reached shelter, the rain
saw one that just fit me, for I tried it on. Let had nearly stopped. Ada's mother had been
me take your pink parasol, too, for I shall giving a lawn party, and as the guests were
need that," and off she went without waiting all inside, the plight of the girls, especially
for her mother to reply.
Ruth's, caused a great deal of amusement.
"I do wish Ruth would wear her own They all offered her their assistance, but she
things," thought her mother. "But I never declined, and set out for home in the rain,
can refuse her mine. I hope this time, though, under the pink parasol. On the way, she was
that she will escape falling in the lake, tearing invited to a concert by a neighbor, and decided
jagged rents in her clothing, and all of the to go, even though it was raining.
numerous and usual catastrophes that befall
On entering the house, she was glad to find
her. This is the fifth time I have decided to that her mother had gone out. To her aston
go to the summer concerts, and have been pre ishment, the parasol was utterly ruined, and
vented by Ruth's wearing the very dress (and the dress^ was in the same condition. She was
often the only suitable one) that I had in not worried, however, for she knew her moth
tended to wear."
er's generosity, which had never yet failed.
Just then back came Ruth in a frilly, pink
In about an hour, Mrs. Grey from a neigh
dress, and a rampant bow perched on top of
bor's porch saw her daughter Ruth on her
her curl. This was accompanied by a pink way to the concert. She would not have no
parasol, which her mother had twice rescued ticed her but for the shock of seeing her very
from her hands, but which Ruth had at last best gown and hat adorning that young per
captured. As she went down, she remarked: son. When she came home, for she was in
"It is mighty convenient to have a youthful vited to the concert too, she felt that this was
mother of one's own size. I shall be back to
the last straw." The wreck of a pink dress
night, maybe. Good-bye," and off she went. and parasol really did not amount to much,
That afternoon, under the giant oaks in but taken with the long line of similar disas
Ada's rose garden, ten girls were enjoying a ters, it seemed a suitable climax. At first she
sorority "spread." Peaches, ice cream and thought she would not go that night, but sud
several pounds of candy rapidly disappeared, denly an idea flashed into her mind, and she
while each girl said as many words to the min laughingly prepared a surprise for Ruth.
ute as she possibly could. After all but the
Meanwhile, the concert hall was gradually
candy was gone, they discussed plans for a failing, and Ruth took her seat among a crowd
moonlight ride up the lake. While they were or her friends. She was very busy talking
in the midst of a heated argument as to wheth with them, so she did not observe a lady in
er they should start at 8 o'clock or 9, a rain front of her, who had come in late. As the

concert proceeded, and she looked about for
more of her friends who might be there, heiH
gaze stopped at the figure in front of her.
"That is no one I know, I am sure," she
thought. "Still, I must have seen her before.
Why, where did she get that hat? It is ex
actly like mine. And I do believe that dress
is trimmed in the same way as my new one.
I wonder who she is."
Ruth was quite perplexed and curious. Just
as she leaned over to find out from a friend
who the stranger was, the lady in question
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turned her head, thus exposing her profile. It
was Ruth's mother, Mrs. Grey, beautifully at
tired from head to foot in Ruth's latest outfit.
Ruth's eyes grew round with surprise, then,
as she glanced down at her own dress, she
understood.
"Oh!" she exclaimed. Then laughed till
people wondered what she saw. Ada, who had
observed it all, laughed, too, and remarked:
"The worm has turned finally.
I always
knew it would some day."

Stop
TSTTllN bygone years I sought to win reAnd longed for titles, riches, pomp
and power;
But Fate, with hand relentless, held me down,
And gave a hovel for a castle-tower.

1

In later years, Love came to share my path,
Yet bruised my bosom as he thrilled my
heart;
His April morning died in clouds of wrath
As I beheld his dove-like wings depart.
I sought to drown my anguish deep in wine,
But saw the serpent in the goblet's wreath;
I roved from tropic palm to Arctic pine,
Yet in my heart the sword still found its
sheath.
I dreamed of heroes, of contending powers,
Of daring deeds on far-off strands and seas,
Yet feared those troubled isles of blood-red
flowers,
Where Glory plucked from bitter-fruited
trees.
So now I come to be your humble guest
When selfish, vain ambitions find surcease,
0 gentle Sleep, whose other name is Rest,
0 golden Sleep, whose other name is Peace.
With you my feet shall cease their wandering
In fragrant fields besprent with dews of
morn,
0 magic wine without the serpent's sting,
0 fleckless pearl, 0 rose without a thorn!

When youth is dead, one seeks your dulcet
rest,
And roams through gardens of undying
bloom;
Though loved no more, he sinks upon your
breast,
And One he loved rejoins him from the
tomb.
0 soothing Sleep, the mother of all men,
You bring back childhood with your lulla
bies;
The graybeard wreck becomes a babe again,
And feels a parent's kisses close his eyes.
Time, distance, chance, misfortune, end in
thee;
What means the desert waste, the ocean
foam?
With you the captive from his chain goes free,
The broken-hearted exile wanders home.
You stay all judgments; you blot out all sins;
Your pardon comes at nightfall swift and
sure;
The Best and Worst lie side by side like twins,
All felons guiltless and all sinners pure.
0 balmy Sleep, you wipe out all disgrace,
You ease all anger, end all thirst for blood;
You level every worldly rank and race,
You right all wrongs, and make all evil
good.
Walter Malone.
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Mrs. Annie E. Cooney.
It is worth a thousand pounds a year to
have the habit of looking on the bright side
of things.—Samuel Johnson.
"Have you any cheering greeting?
Tell it out today;
While you wait, the friends and message
May have gone away."

Since our last issue the Faculty of the High
School has grown. Miss Louise Webster, who
has served us so well at the Board of Educa
tion, has been rewarded for her faithfulness
there by a position in the commercial depart
ment of the High School. We shall miss her
at the office, but we rejoice with her in the
well deserved compliment and reward; and we
hope it will prove to be the beginning of many
more triumphs here and in the broader, wider
world.

General George W. Gordon, Commander-inChief of the U. C. V., reached the city May
14, and though ill left the next day for the
Reunion at Little Rock. His well known ad
ministrative ability was a sufficient assurance
Mrs. Kinsey, of Valparaiso University, at
of the success attendant upon the occasion.
He, as well as all the ex-Confederates, thor tended the National Federation of Women's
oughly enjoyed the assembling together of the Clubs, and while in the city was a guest of the
"Eating
Club" of High School at Luncheon.
mighty hosts remaining from a magnificent
army, most of whom have joined the "silent Valparaiso University is one of the largest in
majority," and we hope are "resting beneath point of attendance in the country, and does
the trees" with the matchless Stonewall Jack- a work peculiar to itself, breaking the bread
of knowledge to thousands of young people
each year who would probably not be reached
Semper sit pax illis.
by any other kind of institution.
In a home in the far Western land we hear
a new life has begun, a darling boy has been
given to cheer the heart of Mrs. Frances Tay
lor Gallaher. We trust the fairies have con
ferred upon him the same sunny mind and
kind heart as his mother has; for we well know
the joy her life has meant to all with whom
she came in contact.
On Saturday afternoon, May 12, most of
the ladies of the High School Faculty became
girls once more and spent a happy hour on
the lawn at Miss Mahler's home. Such social
feasts give new life to our work, and strength
en the bonds of friendship and sympathy that
should ever bind us.
Truly our lives are ships that pass in the
night, for we meet and pass and enjoy only
for the moment, as it were, the scintillations
of companionship. Mr. and Mrs. McNeill
will reside in Harrisburg, Pa., after a pleas
ant stay among us, and have left many regrets
that it was only one day. Our best wishes go
with them for a happy home and continued
prosperity in the insurance business.

Field Day was a magnificent success. As we
gazed upon the splendid picture presented we
felt that we could add another line to the quo
tation, "Reading maketh a full man, writing
an exact man, etc.," in this: Systematic
training maketh rhythmic motion. For who
was not struck with the perfect unison mani
fested by the children as they executed the
drills or wafted sweet music over the campus,
even though they had never rehearsed together
or with the orchestra. It showed the careful,
efficient training of the teachers, the wise lead
ership of the principals and acting superin
tendent, and the ready response of the chil
dren under the skillful management of our di
rectors of music and physical culture. Prof.
George H. Pfaff, who planned the exercises of
the day, is a genius.
The thirteen boys—this is a lucky number—
of the present Senior Class will no doubt cheer
the honored President of the Board of Educa
tion, Dr. G. B. Malone. His ardent interest
in the welfare of the boys has encouraged
many a young man to reach that higher plane
to which ambition ever points the way. His

pleas on Commencement nights to the fathers
and mothers of the boys to allow them to re
main at school and graduate are now bearing
rich fruit.
—
Dr. Lilian W. Johnson, who was very ill for
about two months, has resumed her duties at
the Annex. Both Faculty and students rejoice
at her return, as she was greatly missed by all
who come in contact with her pleasing per
sonality.
Our honorary President, Miss Cora H. Ashe,
has further endeared herself to the League by
her handsome gift of a bound volume of THE
CORNERSTONE for the past three years. The
good fortune of the League is a part of the
emotions which fill her generous soul.
Esperanto is again being agitated. "A na
tional Esperanto center has been established in
Washington, where the national organ of the
movement, the 'Amerika Esperantisto,' will
be published, and from which plans for the
spread of the language will emanate. It prom
ises to be rich in commercial as well as in edu
cational and general social value. It is not
maintained that the new language will displace
existing tongues. The design is only that it
may serve as an international medium of ex
change between persons whose native speech
may provide no common ground of intelligi
bility. Its ease of acquisition and high degree
of cosmopolitanism are greatly in favor of its
more general use."
With ever sympathetic hearts we come to
share as best we can the sorrows of our
friends.
"Flowers are Love's truest language, they betray,
Like the divining rods of Magi old,
Where precious wealth lies buried, not of gold,
But love—strong love, that never can deeay."

To the Teachers' League:
I wish to express my sincere appreciation
of the lovely roses sent to me during my recent
Sincerely,
illness.
FLORENCE DREYFTJS.

Memphis, April 27, 1911.

Miss Florence Dreyfus, Secretary Teachers'
Educational League:
My Dear Miss Dreyfus,—Please express to
the members of the League my deep apprecia
tion of the beautiful flowers sent me during
my recent illness.
Very sincerely,
MARGARET R. BILBOW,

April 24th, 1911.

306 Jones St., Memphis.
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Lucy Brinkley Hospital.
Mr. Fred M. Hedges, President Teachers'
Educational League:
My Dear Mr. Hedges,—The beautiful carna
tions which came to me from the League
brought a message of hope and cheer which
is doing much to lighten the tedium of these
days of inactivity.
I regret extremely these weeks of necessary
absence from my work, but hope to return to
it with renewed strength and interest.
Please express to the members of the League
my appreciation of their thought of me and
ask them for me to give their sympathetic co
operation to Mr. 0. M. Watson in his Garden
Work, as its success will depend in a very
large measure upon this.
With loyal and sincere good wishes for suc
cess both to the League and yourself,
Very cordially yours,
LILLIAN W. JOHNSON.
Dictated I. J. S.
March 2, 1911.
Dear Mrs. Mitchell:
The beautiful carnations sent by the teach
ers of the League when I was ill gave me the
greatest pleasure. Please accept my sincere
thanks and best wishes for the welfare of the
League.
Sincerely,
April 20, 1911.

GERTRUDE GERAGHTY.

Memphis, Tenn., March 31, 1911.
Chairman of Flower Committee and League
Members:
Dear Friends,—I desire to express my ap
preciation of the lovely flowers sent in the
hour of my great sorrow, the death of my
precious mother.
Their fragrance breathes your tender, lov
ing sympathy.
All the family join me in thanking you.
Very sincerely, your friend,
MINNIE GRAY TAYLOR.

My Dear Mrs. Davis:
It is sweet to be remembered by our friends,
and when the remembrance comes in such
beautiful guise the joy is two-fold. Your
spring blossoms were messengers of sympathy
and cheer and did much to help me bear the
trying days of my enforced seclusion.
Please express to the League my sincere ap
preciation of their thoughtfulness.
Most truly,
JOSEPHINE MCDONALD.

The Jefferson, April 9th.
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Book Reviews
Elise Deaderick.

Stuffed Pepper.
Take twelve peppers, wash thoroughly, then
remove the seeds by running a sharp knife
around the stem. Chop, knife preferred to
grinding, one cup tomato pulp, one cup mush
rooms (canned),one-half cup nuts (pecan pre
ferred), one-half cup cold meat; add onefourth cup melted butter, salt, pepper and
enough soft bread crumbs to absorb excess
moisture. Fill the peppers; then put in a
muffin pan. This keeps the peppers upright.
Bake in a moderate oven for thirty minutes.
Sunshine Cake.
Six eggs, beaten separately; one cup sifted
sugar, juice and grated rind of half lemon,
one cup flour sifted four times. Beat yolks
very light; add lemon juice and rind; beat
whites; add sugar, and beat very stiff; mix
and fold in flour very lightly; flavor to taste;
bake about one hour. Put the batter into a
perfectly dry, clean pan. Bake in a moderate
oven, and when done support the pan in an
inverted position until cold; then remove.
Candied Grape Fruit Peel.
Select grape fruit rind as thick as possible.
After washing remove the peel and cut into
strips, one-half an inch thick and about three
or four inches long. Put in a pan of water
and boil rapidly twenty minutes after reach

ing the boiling point. Remove water, and
put in fresh boiling water and boil twenty
minutes. Drain water off, and put on enough
boiling water to cover peel; add one cup of
sugar for each grape fruit; let it boil again
twenty minutes; drain off syrup; remove each
piece separately with a fork, roll in granu
lated sugar, and let dry.
Marshmallow Icing No. 1.
Steam marshmallows. Make a soft icing,
and while warm add the marshmallows. Beat
until smooth; put between cake; cut marsh
mallows and decorate top of cake after plain
icing has been put on.
Marshmallow Icing No. 2.
One pound of marshmallows, some crystal
lized fruits, one large cup mixed nuts, orange
juice. Put marshmallows in double boiler
with a little water to melt; add mixed nuts
chopped fine, some chipped crystallized fruits,
and enough orange juice to spread. Put be
tween layers with plain boiled icing on out
side.
Strawberry Ice Cream.
Two quarts of berries mashed with one cup
sugar. Allow to stand one hour; strain. Add
one and one-fourth cups sugar, two lemons,
one cup milk, one quart cream. Freeze.

Our summer holidays, whether passed at
home abiding by the stuff, or in rambles far
afield, whether we hear the music of the surf,
or the melody of the winds, whether we linger
in the valley, or climb to the mountain top,
should bring us nearer God.—Margaret E.
Songster.

"How to Study and Teaching How to
Study," by F. M. McMurry, will be found of
timely interest to the many who are strug
gling with these problems.
The book meets the points at issue plainly
and honestly. "While the value of question
ing and suggestion is clearly shown, the
reader is not left without a clear idea of the
author's views upon the subjects under dis
cussion. Nor are the conclusions reached
mere theories; but rather the result of the
vast experience of the author in dealing with
classes of adults and children in Teachers'
College, Columbia University.
Dr. McMurry claims that mental activity,
termed study, is called forth only in response
to specific needs, and that a consciousness of
an unsatisfactory situation is the necessary
prerequisite to an investigation of this situa
tion.
The author has resolved the subject into
eight factors, each being used as a chapter
The first factor is "The Finding of Specific
Specific purposes are necessary because
they supply motive power both for study and
for life in general. Well chosen, they help to
overcome much of the indifference on the
part of the students.
Good aims make children alert just as
they do older persons. A wonderful advance
was made in education when the child's abil
ity to set up specific aims for himelf was
recognized. The child's natural tendencies
are now regarded as the proper basis of edu
cation.
In dealing with the second factor, "The
Supplementing of Thought," Dr. McMurry
maintains that any good author leaves much
for the student to do.
The ability of children to supplement
should be recognized. Hawthorne, who un
derstood the child mind as few have done,
expected the child to do an astonishing
amount of supplementing. The moral lessons
belonging to fairy tales must be reached by
the child's own thought. The same is true
of fables.
The third factor, "The Organization of

Ideas," is an important one. Selecting facts
and arranging them according to their rela
tive values constitutes a large part of the
work of a scientist. Great waste of energy
results from a failure to properly organize
the material gathered. Because of the im
portance of this factor in education, the
child should be allowed to bear some of the
responsibility of deciding what facts are of
most value. The failure to recognize the
child's right in this tends to check his growth
in judgment and power of initiative.
The fourth factor, "The Judging of the
Soundness and General Worth of State
ments, '' follows closely upon the last.
Some interesting questions are offered for
consideration in this chapter, as: "Should
the child be encouraged to maintain inde
pendent views, even at the risk of appearing
presumptious, or should he, being a learner,
adopt a docile, passive attitude? Or if neither
of these positions be the correct one, should
it be the duty of the child to neither condemn
nor accept the author, but merely to under
stand and remember what is said?"
The author takes issue with those who re
gard childhood as almost solely a period for
receiving knowledge—a period of prepara
tion for life—it is life.
Those who deny the child the ability to
judge, take from him the power that can
make his knowledge impossible.
"Self-reliance is nothing more than inde
pendent direction of self, made possible by
power to judge conditions.''
The fifth factor, "Memorizing," is recog
nized as a necessary part of study. Without
the ability to recall experiences, there would
be little object in having them.
The author deplores the fact that memoriz
ing is too often substituted for thinking. It
requires energy to dig into things; and peo
ple generally prefer to be superficial rather
than arouse themselves to do real thinking.
Memorizing and thinking both have their
place, but thinking should be made to pre
cede memorizing, then memorizing becomes
a by-product of thinking rather than a sub
stitute for it.
Under the sixth factor, "The Using of
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: by making it an integral part of
Prof. McMurry takes issue with those who
conceive culture to be a refinement that is
endangered by contact with the realities of
life; but argues that the student should con
tinually carry in mind the fact that facility
in the use of knowledge is the end of his
studies and the only reliable proof of mental
. "Provision for
* Than a Fixed Attitude
cep3 atbe culti_ m unprejudiced, open
1 toward both the old and the new. "A
easure of kindly
is, _ * _ .
_
a of ideas."
It is stated that in the teaching of today
there is a tendency for authority to usurp
the place of reason. "Blind obedience is of
doubtful value in the discipline of children,
because it is so unintelligent."
In the last and eighth factor, "Provision
for Individuality," it is claimed that the
watchwords of modern education are selfactivity, self-expression, self-control.
Since trust in self is a prerequisite to abil
ity to do, the object of education must be at
tained by quickening, to the utmost, the self.
The child should be encouraged to take the
initiative during instruction if he is to do
independent thinking later on. Teach him
not to allow his regard for others to weaken
his trust in self. Teach him, in the words of
Polonius:
"This above all:
"To thine own self be true; and it must
follow as the night the day, thou canst not
then be false to any man."
Finally, Prof. McMurry insists that power
of initiative is the key to proper study. In
order that the young person may learn how
to study properly, just the "center of grav
ity" of the school must be in the learner
rather than in the teacher. Then the habit of

memorizing through thought, rather than
without it, should be fixed. The child should
be led to understand that he is not through
with the study of a topic until he has made
use of his ideas. Through all this the child
should be kept natural and self-confident.
In considering the teaching of the proper
methods of study, the ever present question
arises: "Is there timet''
Prof. McMurray answers: "We must look
to the proper method of study as the princi
pal means by which work for both the teach
er and the pupil will be made lighter, more
effective, and more enjoyable."
"The Riverside Educational Monographs,"
edited by Henry Suzzallo, of Columbia Uni
versity, deals with subjects of vital interest
to teachers.
The recent issue, entitled "The Vocational
Guidance of Youth," by Meyer Bloomfield,
Director of the Vocation Bureau of Boston,
is full of interest. The definite aim and pur
pose of the author are kept continuously be
fore the reader and be is made to feel that
the message the book contains is to him.
Mr. Bloomfield clearly sets forth the essen
tial need of vocational guidance as well as
vocational training. To quote: "We are
indeed living in the midst of a restless pe
riod, impatient with crudeness, and too pre
occupied to pause over the stumblings and
gropings of its bewildered youth. Into this
arena of tense effort, the schools of our coun
try send out their annual thousands. We
somehow trust that the tide of opportunity
may carry them to some vocational destina
tion."
The author gives an interesting account of
the beginning and of the work being done by
the Vocation Bureau.
It also gives an insight into what is being
done along these lines in other countries.
The hearty co-operation with which the
pioneers in this movement are meeting be
speaks the great need of this guidance for
the boys and girls of all classes.
The latest Monograph, "The Recitation,"
by Prof. G. H. Betts, gives a number of valu
able and helpful suggestions on this impor
tant subject.
There are three purposes to be accom
plished through the recitation: Testing,
teaching, and drilling. One of these should
be before the teacher continually. There is
danger of using one aim at the expense of
the other. Then the teacher is warned
against such danger points as giving too
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much or too little help. In order that the
teacher may know just how much help to
give, he must have a perfect knowledge of
the text-book and of the class.
The first and greatest problem of the reci
tation is interest, since interest is the foun
dation of all mental activity. Offer to the
class subject-matter suited to their capacity
and understanding. Proceed from the known
to the unknown. Vary methods to prevent
monotony.
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A spirit of co-operation should exist be
tween teacher and class. The pupils should
be made to realize that failure or low achieve
ment is their loss.
By supplementing the text, the teacher
often succeeds in making up a class mentally,
inspiring them to greater effort and creating
in them a hunger for knowledge.
Pupils will often be found to have powers
far in excess of what they are using.

Appomattox

SSiSS&WSr

A3TO do^them honor—both the small and great;
And In the courts where speak the highest laws,
Decree confirms their ancient rights of state.

Do they forget? Oh! poet! When you seek
A hero-song for ages yet to be—
Above the star pricked by fame's highest peak—
Find there the star of ^^QINIA FRAZER
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Wit and Humor

T

Carrie V. Wolf.
This question was given a third grade
pupil, in geography:
"If you face the north, where are the oth
er directions?"
She readily answered: "My right hand is
east, my left hand toward the west," and
then hesitated as to where the south was.
Her teacher, in an effort to assist her, asked:
"What is behind you?" "My back!" was
the quick response.
*

*

*

A boy in the sixth grade was asked:
"What is meant by guerilla warfare?"
Endeavoring to cover his ignorance by his
ready wit, he quickly answered: "It sounds
like monkeys hurling cocoanuts."
*

•

*

The teacher asked a boy in one of the up
per grades to please raise a window. A heavy
rain the night before had made the window
hard to yield to the boy's efforts. As one
of his classmates came to his assistance, his
teacher said: "Watch Samson, now." His
efforts likewise proved futile. Having re
cently made a visit to a barber shop, he faced
his teacher, and with a mischievous smile,
said: "My hair has been cut."
*

*

#

A pupil being asked what was meant by a
tutor in all seriousness, answered: "The
man that blows the horn.''
A teacher who maintains that there is al
together too much association of ideas with
out a proper understanding of their relative
meanings, has instituted a series of tests.
He wishes his pupils to acquire the art of ac
curate listening as well as quick thinking.
He gives the two following instances in
which he says the answers came with joyful
promptness from the entire class:
"Whose hatchet never told a lie?"
"George Washington."
"Whom did the negro slaves of this coun
try free?" "Abraham Lincoln."—Popular
Educator.
*

*

*

Little Mary heard her elder sister define
gills as the lungs of fishes, and in reply to

her teacher's query of how many gills in a
pint of milk.
That night she was seen to hover over a
pail of foaming milk. "What is it, Mary?"
asked her father. "I'm looking for the fishes'
gills," she promptly replied.—Primary Edu
cator.
Anecdotes from Modern Eloquence.
Teacher—Now, children, I told you yester
day about the various materials from which
your dresses are made—silk, wool, cotton.
Let me see how well you remember. Mar
gie, where did the material of which your
dress is made come from?
Margie—It once grew on the back of a
sheep.
Teacher—Very good; and yours, Blanche?
"My dress was spun by the silkworm."
Teacher—Correct. And yours, Lucy?
Lucy (with evident embarrassment)—My
dress was made out of an old one of mam
ma's.
Tommy handed his father his teacher's re
port during the month. "This is very un
satisfactory. You have but a small number
of good marks. I'm not at all pleased."
"I told the teacher you wouldn't be, but
he wouldn't alter it."
A young man passing an examination in
astronomy was asked: "What planets were
known to the ancients?"
"Well, sir," he responded, "there were
Venus and Jupiter, and (after a pause) I
think the earth; but I'm not certain."
* # #
Some students in the class of a great en
tomologist, with great care and labor, manu
factured a curious insect by taking the body
of a beetle, gluing to it the legs of a grass
hopper, the wings of a butterfly and the horn
of a dragon-fly. This they handed the pro
fessor, stating that one of their number had
found a curious animal which they could not
classify. They therefore asked his aid. The
professor carefully examined the specimen,
and said: "This is a most curious bug. I
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am inclined to think it is what naturalists
call a humbug."

schoolmaster quietly remarked: '' Oh, thank
you; I will take the other three, please!"
• • *

A theological student supposed to be defi
cient in judgment was asked by a professor,
in the course of a class examination: "Pray,
how would you discover a fool?" "By the
questions he would ask," was the rather
stunning reply.

When a boy Daniel Webster was frequent
ly punished at school for appearing with
dirty hands. On one occasion as he was nearing school, it occurred to him that his hands
were hardly likely to pass muster; having no
other means, he licked one as clean as he
could. On reaching school he was asked as
to the condition of his hands, both of which
were carefully concealed behind him; he
then produced the cleaner of the two for in
spection. "Daniel," said the master, stern
ly, "if you can find a dirtier hand than that
in all the school, I'll let you off." "Here it
is, sir!" said Daniel, and with the exclama
tion he produced the dirtier hand from be
hind his back.

*

*

•

There is a good story told of a schoolmas
ter who hit upon a clever expedient for se
curing the best of a good bargain. Address
ing a poulterer, who had six fowls for sale,
he said: "I always like to give my boys
plenty to do at meal time; just pick me out
the three toughest of these fowls, will you?"
The delighted poulterer replied that he
would do as he was asked. Whereupon the

Boarding House Geometry Propositions.
1. All boarding houses are the same
boarding houses.
2. Boarders in the same boarding house,
and on the same floor, are equal to one an
other in the matter of price, but not in the
matter of outlook.
3. A single room is that which has no
parts and no magnitude.
4. The landlady of a boarding house is a
parallelogram; an oblong angular figure
which cannot be described; but is equal to
anything.
5. All the other rooms being taken, a
single room is said to be a double room.
Postulates.
1. A pie may be produced any number of
times.
2. The landlady may be reduced to her
lowest terms by a series of propositions.
3. A bee-line may be made from one
boarding house to another.
4. The clothing of a boarding house bed,
although extended indefinitely in both di
rections, will never meet.
5. Any two meals at a boarding house are
together less than one square meal.—Har
per's Weekly.
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S. L. Ragsddle.
At the close of the basket-ball season a
banquet was given at the Young Men's Chris
tian Association in honor of the players of
the teams which composed the Grammar
School Basket-Bail League. Each principal
invited fourteen boys to be present, and
each one was in his place at the appointed
hour. After an excellent menu had been
served and enjoyed, each principal was
called upon for a speech. Not one of the
principals refused, but each one commended
the excellent way in which the League had
been conducted, thanked the Y. M. C. A.
for their generous hospitality, and mentioned
the good that had been accomplished by the
League games. Dr. Bartlett, the physical
director of the Y. M. C. A., next gave a very
interesting address upon "The Benefits of
Basket-Ball." Then came the presentation
of a beautiful silver cup donated by the Y.
M. C. A. to Professor T. E. Ford, of Bruce
School, by Secretary B. G. Alexander, who
made a very pleasing talk. Professor Ford
received the cup and responded in his usual
happy manner.
Both principals and players were unani
mous in their decision to continue the League
another year, and officials for the coming
year will be elected.
LEAGUE STANDING.
Class A.
Team—
Bruce
Lauderdale
Maury
Riverside
Gordon
Prescott

Won Lost. Pet.
8
2
.800
7
3
.700
6
4
.600
4
6
.400
4
6
.400
1
9
.100
Class B.

Bruce
Lauderdale
Maury
Riverside
Gordon
Snowden
Prescott

11
9
8
7
5
2
0

1
3
4
5
6
10
12

.918
.750
.667
.583
.454
.167
.000

FIELD DAY.
For months have principals, teachers and
pupils been daily practicing the exercises
that made Field Day the great success
that it was, but the hard work both dur
ing and after school hours was forgotten en
tirely when the pupils who had been so thor
oughly drilled went through their exercises
without a mistake.
All during the morning of May 12 people
were wending their way to the Tri-State
Fair Grounds, carrying their lunches with
them in order to have the opportunity of
seeing the exercises. They came from every
where until fifteen
thousand people ap
peared to witness the Field Day events. It
was the fourth annual exhibition and was
pronounced a grand success by every one
Who attended.
Unfortunately, there were four prostra
tions from the heat, though none of them
was serious. It was the hottest day of the
year, but the thousands of little children en
dured it all bravely and rendered faultlessly
their drills and other events.
After the whistle had been blown by Pro
fessor George H. Pfaff, everything was set in
motion. At the sound of the bugle the pupils
of the third and fourth grades marched upon
the field in perfect unison. Clad in white
waist coats and caps, the children presented
a pleasing picture, as they marched back and
forth keeping perfect time with the music,
while their parents watched each movement
with eager eyes and cheered loudly and oft
en. The movements of the children during
all the exercises showed careful training and
excellent discipline. The march on and off
the arena to patriotic music was the cause of
much enthusiasm and applause. Along with
these classes as with the others came the
pennant-carriers and the teachers who were
in the line of march directing the drill.
The second number on the program was
the wand drill by the fifth and the sixth
grades. After a series of marching and coun
ter-marching, the children sang "Dixie,"
assisted by many of the audience. Then came
the_ beautiful wand drill, which was the oc
casion for much applause.

As soon as the wand drill was finished the
pupils of the seventh and the eighth grades
marched upon the field. Upon being placed
in their positions, they sang "The Soldiers'
Chorus." Then came the faultless exhibition
of calisthenics in the more advanced form.
The hoop drill, participated in by fortyeight little girls of the Leath Orphanage and
the Church Home, was particularly interest
ing and was well applauded. Each one of
the girls carried a paper hoop covered with
greenery. They executed faultlessly many
complicated marches. It was one of the
most pleasing events of Field Day.
The pennant drill by a class of thirty high
school girls presented a picturesque appear
ance upon the field, and also shared in the
generous applause.
Twenty boys from the high school followed
with exercises on the parallel bars, which
was one of the fancy features of the day.
Pyramid building, mat work and similar
events were performed.
There was much rivalry and intense enthu
siasm over the races that came next. More
than one hundred and fifty entries were
made, and the interest was keen. Winners of
first, second and third prizes were awarded
respectively, with red, white and blue rib
bons.
The winners of the different races were
as follows:
Third Grade Race—Raymond Kinkle, Pres
cott School, first; Finis Wyatt, Lauderdale
School, second; Paul Townsend, Prescott
School, third.
Fourth Grade Race—L. Maher, Leath
School, first; C. Johnson, Riverside School,
second; A. Via, Leath School third.
Fifth Grade Race—H. Allen, Hill Scgool,
first; C. Duncan, Cummings School, second;
J. Johnson, Maury School, third.
Sixth Grade Race—C. Sherrin, Idlewild
School, first; W. Watkins, Maury School sec
ond; Geo. West, Idlewild School, third.
Seventh Grade Race—F. Morehouse, Pope
School, first; G. Burckle, Lauderdale School,
Second; L. Wilbur, Hill School, third.
Eighth Grade Race—W. Scruggs, Bruce
School, first; G. Crone, Prescott School, sec
ond; A. Sewell, Prescott School, third.
Unlimited Weight Race—G. Walden, Lau
derdale School, first; G. Taylor, Riverside
School, second, and F. Morehouse, Pope
School, third.
The relay race was an exciting and closely
contested event, for when Lauderdale won,
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Prescott was less than a foot behind. The
team from Lauderdale was composed of E.
Brown, R. Burnan, G. Burckle, E. Hutchins,
F. Edington; from Prescott, A. Sewell, G.
Crone, G. Wilder, G. McLaughlin, G. Ander
son.
In the high and the broad jump, the shot
put and the pole vault more than sixty en
tries were made. The winners were as fol
lows:
Broad Jump—G. Walden, Lauderdale,
first; G. Anderson, Prescott, second; W. Ste
phenson, Hill, third.
High Jump—G. Walden Lauderdale, first;
P. Cathey, Cummings, second; G. Galusche,
Maury, third.
Shot Put—H. Seat, Maury, first; C. Limberg, Snowden, second, and H. Morris, Mer
rill, third.
Pole Vault—F. Edington, Landerdale,
first; G. Walden same school, second; F. Lee,
Leath, third.
The schools winning prizes were in the
following order.
School—
Lauderdale
Prescott
Maury
Leath
Hill
Riverside
Cummings
Pope
Idlewild
Bruce
Snowden
Merrill

No. prizes.
12
10
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

COUNTY FIELD DAY.
On May 5th the schools of Shelby County
met at the Tri-State Fair Grounds for the
purpose of contending with each other for
honors in athletics, oratory and orthography.
The program consisted of double entries in
fifteen athletic contests, two basket-ball
games, an oratorical contest and a spelling
match. In many of the events girls as well
as boys participated, competing among
The crowd which witnessed the day's per
formances numbered eight thousand, and
was said to be the largest that had ever been
present on such an occasion. Dinner was
served on the grounds.
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The program for the day was under the
direction of Miss Mabel Williams, County
Superintendent of Education, and J. R. Cody,
who had charge of the athletic events.
Elizabeth Messick High School won first
honors in both athletics and oratory, with a
total of 45 points in athletics. Oakland Ave
nue School came second, with 42 points. Ar
lington won 41 points, Whitehaven 34 points
and second place in the oratorical contest.
South Memphis and Collierville, respectively,
won 10 and 9 points each.
The Elizabeth Messick School was the
champion in basket-ball, having defeated
Collierville and South Memphis.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL BASEBALL
LEAGUE.
To engender a spirit of friendly rivalry in
all kinds of athletic sports in the grammar
schools, a baseball league, consisting of eight
schools, was organized, namely: Snowden,

Pope, Lenox, Bruce, Gordon, Idlewild, Madi
son Heights and Prescott. The following of
ficers were elected: Professor T. E. Ford,
of Bruce School, president, and Professor S.
L. Ragsdale, of Prescott School, secretarytreasurer.
The teams began playing May 1st, and will
continue until each team has played sixteen
games, one-half on home grounds and onehalf on the grounds of its opponents, each
team to meet every other team twice.
The teams play three times a week, Mon
day, Wednesday and Friday.
LEAGUE STANDING.
Bruce
Pope
Gordon
Prescott
Madison Height!5
Snowden

Won.
9
6
4
4
2
1

Lost. Per Ct.
.900
1
.857
1
.571
3
.444
5
.286
5
.125
7

Questionary Epistles
By Miss Mary An Swerary.
INTERESTED READER : I have been an inter
ested reader of THE CORNERSTONE for several

years, and would like to know something of its
foundation.
Its foundation is of Ashe and the Landis,
surrounded by Cain and Hedges.
MUSICIAN : I have difficulty in teaching my
class the scales. Do you know of a school
where I can get some model lessons ?
There is a school of fish in any near-by
stream where you can observe the scales.
ANXIOUS APPLICANT :

I am now a teacher
in a typical country school, situated in a large
grove, where goats and their young roam at
random. I wish to leave here on this account
and go to a city. What do you think of my
entering the Memphis schools?
I advise you to do so by all means, for the
Memphis School Board has decreed that all
"kids" are to be strapped.

LITERARY : I have read all of Shakespeare,

all of Dickens, and now want to read Scott.
Will you please tell me his best known work?
Penmanship.

FARMER : I am a college graduate, but for
several years I have been farming. Do you
think I can get a position in the Memphis
schools?
Yes, we might need you on Field Day.
OVERHEATED: My room is often so warm
that the pupils and I are very uncomfortable.
What must I do ?
Open the window and see the fire escape.
RURAL TEACHER : I have noticed in the pa
pers that the Medical Inspectors have done
so much good. Is it true that they can cure
everything ?
They can cure everything except hams.
JUNE:

This is my first year in the Mem
TALENTED INQUIRER: I am a resident of phis schools. You know we make a summary
Memphis, and have two talents, teaching and every month. Do you think we will be re
drawing. What would you advise me to do? quired to make one for June?
Make one for June by all means, as that
Teach drawing by all means, but do not
is a summery month.
draw on the Board.

TROUBLESOME AID : I am a primary teacher

and I like the work, with one exception. My
aid teacher does not help me very much. Can
you offer a suggestion?
Ask the head of the Domestic Science De
partment to instruct you in fixing a lemonade.

PUZZLED TEACHER: I am a teacher in a
rural school and am having so much trouble
teaching square root to the boys on the farm.
Why is this ?
Probably because all the roots they see are
round.
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER: NOW that the
warm days have come, the pupils are not very
enthusiastic about their studies. I am afraid
there will be very few, if any to attend Sum
mer School. Can you suggest anything ?
Let them have Lighter work.
THEATRICAL: Will you tell me the most
popular play witnessed by the teachers this
winter?
Oliver Twist, which they see every day.
IMPRESSED VISITOR: I was visiting in one
of the Memphis schools and when the noon
bell rang, the children put away their books
and lined up as if by magic. Do all the chil
dren drop their books the minute the bell
rings?
No, not at all; the more orderly ones have
their books all put away before that time.
PROUD TEACHER: I know that we like to
have our schools make good records at all
times. But do you think there is ever a time
when they would feel justified in being left
in the shade?
Any school would have been glad to have
been left in the shade on Field Day.
YOUNG TEACHER: I have been teaching,
now, for several years. As time goes on I find
my beaux gradually dropping off, until I have
just one. Would you advise me to marry him
or continue teaching ?
I am afraid I cannot advise you, as the
only court I know anything about is a tennis
court, and there love is nothing.
VAIN VALEDICTORIAN : I am a young lady
of talent and prepossessing appearance. I
graduated first in my class, there being but

two others to finish. I think my light should
shine in some big city, so what do you think of
my coming to Memphis to teach the young
ideas how to shoot?
If you will read the papers carefully you
will no doubt be impressed with the fact that
we are discouraging shooting within the city
limits.
PERPLEXED PRINCIPAL: How can I teach
my boys to use the new drinking fountains
without getting water all over themselves ?
I advise you to take one boy at a time, hold
his head in close proximity to the fountain
and give a shower bath of about two minutes.
If this does not produce the desired results,
connect the city hose with the hydrant and
proceed as before.
COLLEGE GRADUATE: Please tell me how
to get a principal's position in the Memphis
schools, in a nutshell.
We really cannot tell you. As a matter of
fact, there are so few men to be found in nut
shells that their needs have not received much
attention. We would advise you to borrow a
nut cracker and release yourself.
PHYSIOLOGY TEACHER : Please tell me why
the most prominent bone in the elbow is called
the "funny bone?"
Because it is near the humerus.
CLOSE OBSERVER : This is the first year that
I have attended the Field Day Exercises. Will
you tell me why you selected the Tri-State
Fair Grounds in preference to Beautiful Over
ton Park?
So that all might see the grand stand play.
EIGHTH GRADE TEACHER : I am an Eighth
Grade teacher and am having some trouble in
getting my pupils to fulfill all requirements.
I want them to read some standard work that
will help them along. What can you sug
gest?
All's Well That Ends Well.
WOULD-BE LEAGUER: My name is O. U.
Nochar. Next year I hope to belong to the
Memphis Teaching Force, so wish you would
give my name for membership to the Teach
ers' Educational League.
I will do as requested, hut am quite sure
you will not be accepted, as the League
wants boosters, not knockers.
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In Hfflemoriam
Rowena Terrell
"We will meet, but we will miss you,
There will be one vacant chair."
The patient, gentle spirit of Rowena Tewrell took its flight from earth to heaven,
March 12, 1911.
Rowena remembered her Creator in the
days of her youth, and early decided that
those who serve God best serve humanity
most, so she chose teaching for her life work.
She embraced every opportunity for selfimprovement, that she might be able to
serve more efficiently.
She fully realized the responsibility that
rests on one who attempts to mold the plastic
mind of a child, and sought the aid of her
Master in guiding and skillfully developing
the children entrusted to her care.
All who came under her influence felt and
will feel for many a day the inspiration of
her quiet and noble life.
The Methodist Church, South, has lost an
efficient member, the children a devoted
friend and instructor, and we a most enthusi
astic co-laborer.
May our good Father, who knows how to
heal the broken hearted, speak peace to the
troubled hearts of her brother, sisters and
niece.
FLOURNOY HOLLADAY.
COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.
Whereas, God in His infinite wisdom has
seen fit to remove from our midst Miss Row
ena E. Terrell, who entered into rest March
12, 1911, we, in behalf of the Teachers' Edu
cational League, submit the following resolu
tions :
First. That in the death of Miss Terrell
our League has lost one of its most faithful
and enthusiastic members.
Second. That we extend to the bereaved
family our heartfelt sympathy.
Third. That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the bereaved family and to "The
Cornerstone."
FLOURNOY HOLLADAY.
MAMIE R. MYERS.
MILDRED McLEMORE.
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On Thursday morning, April 5th, at 10:30
After interviewing a number of the squires
o 'clock, a letter addressed to Miss M. E. Cain, in the intervening days we reached the Court
President of the Teachers' Educational House before 8:30 on Monday morning, April
League, was received at St. Paul School. Upon 10, and from that time on till the session of
opening it Miss Cain at once submitted the the Court at 10 o clock friends, awy ,
contents to me. It was written on official pa: squires, offering their assistance, filled our
per of the city government, and was signed League rooms.
Squire Colbert came in and handed us the
"Ennis Douglass, City Clerk."
following communication from ex-Mayor MaThis is the letter:
Memphis, Tenn., April 5th, 1911.
Memphis, Tenn., April 7th, 1911.
Teachers' Educational League, Miss Mamie E. Hon. John Colbert, City:
Cain, President, City:
My Dear Sir—In response to your inquiry
Dear Madam,—The City of Memphis finds
with reference to the right of the Teachers'
that it will be necessary to take Room No. 7, Educational League to occupy their quarters
second floor of the new Court House, which in the Court House, I beg to say that unqueswas assigned to the city by the Court House tionably the right to control the occupancy of
Commissioners and the County Court, but this room is vested solely in the County Court,
which was, through courtesy of the Mayor and
you wiU doubtless recall that the bill as
other members of the Council, under certain originally drawn contained a provision giving
arrangements, let to the Teachers'Educational
cdy legal authority to control the occuLeague until such time as the city actually panCy of at least a part of the building, but
needed said room for city purposes, and as the this was stricken out by direction of Messrs.
city under a recent act of the Legislature of Dfiiard and Hubbard, for otherwise the bill
the State has been authorized to collect its own wouid have ceased to be a county purpose,
taxes, it will now be necessary to require pos- an(j thereby rendered the bond issue void,
session of Room 7, which is now occupied by
-phe occupancy by the city of any part of
said League.
the Court House is only permissive. When
We will be pleased to hear from you imme- we were fitting up and furnishing the portions
diately upon receipt of this communication, fie
occupied by the city officials, this room
advising us as to how soon you can give us nQO not then needed, and upon application of
possession of said room.
the ladies in person, and through you, Mr.
Colbert, I as Mayor turned this room over
Yours very truly,
ENNIS M. DOUGLASS,
to them, upon conditions that they, and not
City Clerk.
the city, were to furnish it with mahogany
Our reply was verbal. We would see the and likewise to furnish and fit it up with
Mayor in person in reference to his communi fixtures such as chandeliers, etc., in keeping
with other portions of the building. This they
cation.
The colored messener hesitated and said: did. It may be that I said they could have
"I was to bring an answer. We's ready to it until needed by the city, but if so it was a
mere general expression, and r
*
move in this morning.''
We went at once to the Chairman of the plated that they would be caUed upon to va_
County Court, Mr. J. F. Williams, and to our cate it at an early date, andademandtothat
n to be tolerated, it matters not
legal adviser. On the way to the Court House effect ought not
we picked up in the machine Mr. Anthony from what source it comes.
Verv respectfully,
Walsh and Mr. John Colbert, both of whom
JAMES H. MALONE.
had aided us when we first secured our quar
Squire Guthrie came into Room 7 about
ters in the Shelby County Court House. We
were advised by the Chairman that the city 9:30 with a message from Mr. Crump asking
had no claim whatever to Room 7, and that that the matter be dropped for the present,
the right of possession was ours, and that the but as a legal point was involved, and as we
city had no authority to demand the occu- did not care to be continuously harassed y
pancy thereof. We returned to school at parties trymg to get ourquarters, wedeclined
to arbitrate with Mayor Crump; besides, we
12:30 much relieved.
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knew as well as Squire Guthrie did that the
As we entered the court room attended by
majority of the members of the County Court about twenty stanch friends of the teachers,
sided with us. Again, we had not the right Mr. Abe Cohn, one of our legislators, was
since on Friday, April 6, the President by discussing a bill involving certain rights of
vote of the League had appointed us to repre magistrates which was to be brought before
sent said organization and had obtained from the Legislature, and upon his finishing his re
Acting Superintendent Wharton S. Jones per marks recognition was at once given us by the
mission for us to absent ourselves from the chair, occupied by Squire Geo. B. Coleman, in
school to attend this session of the Shelby the absence of Squire Williams.
County Court, before which we would ask as
Miss Cain, in a most dignified and gracious
to our rights in the premises. After Mr. manner, then addressed the Court, first read
Guthrie left, Mr. Ennis Douglass came into ing Mr. Crump's demands, and then ex-Mayor
the League room as a representative of Mr. Malone's communication.
Crump and requested me to withhold the let
From the bound volume of THE CORNER
ter, and to let the matter drop, but my reply STONE, containing the literary work for three
was that I was only one of a committee of years of the Teachers' Educational League,
three representing the Teachers' Educational she then read the following petition granted
League, and had been empowered by said or us by County Court on January 10, 1910, to
ganization to appear before the County Court, gether with the amendment to our constitu
and that our rights, if we had any, to Room 7, tion admitting the teachers of Shelby County
second floor of the Shelby County Court to our association:
House, must be decided in a few minutes by
said Court, which had just convened. Mr. "To the Honorable Members of the County
Jack Apperson, who had championed the
Court of Shelby County, Tennessee:
cause of the Sons of Veterans in January,
"Your petitioner, the Teachers' Education
1910, and who was conversant with former
proceedings of the County Court, gallantly al League of the City of Memphis, respect
came to our assistance and drew up the fol fully states as follows:
"That Room 7, second floor, of the new
lowing strong resolutions:
Court House, was assigned, under arrange
ments made between the Court House Com
(Resolution presented by J. 0. Sims.)
mission and the City of Memphis, to the City
"Whereas, the County Court of Shelby of Memphis, together with other space in
County, Tennessee, did by former resolution said new Court House; that City of Memphis,
on the 10th day of January, 1910, give and having no need of said space, and acting
grant to the Teachers' Educational League through its Mayor, James H. Malone, as
the use and occupancy of Room No. 7 on the signed said particular Room 7, as before
Second floor of the Court House of Shelby stated, to said Teachers' Educational League.
County, Tennessee; and whereas, said Teach
"Your petitioner further states it has, at
ers' Educational League has so amended its
constitution as to embrace in its membership great expense, equipped and furnished said
room until now it is one of the most attract
all teachers in Shelby County, Tennessee; and ive
rooms in the Court House. Your peti
whereas, said Teachers' Educational League
has continued in the occupancy of said Room tioner has relied upon its gift of this room and
No. 7, and has at a large expense furnished has arranged for itself a permanent comfort
said room to conform to the other Court House able home, and for it to be dispossesed would
unjustly deprive it, at a great los, of its
furnishings, and in keeping with the pur home.
poses for which the organization was formed,
'' Premises considered, your petitioner prays
until now it is the most beautiful and attrac
that the County Court ratify the actions here
tive room in the bulding; therefore, be it
"Resolved, That we are opposed to disturb tofore taken by the County Court Commis
sion
and the Mayor of Memphis, and assign
ing the occupancy of said Teachers' Educa
tional League of said Room No. 7, second floor to your petitioner the said Room 7.
"Respectfully,
of the Court House of Shelby County, Ten
nessee, and hereby ratify and affirm our pre
"MAMIE E. CAIN,
vious action, and do grant to said Teachers'
Educational League the occupancy of said "President Teachers' Educational League.
"CORA H. ASHE,
Room No. 7, second floor of the Court House
of Shelby County, Tennessee, so long as they
"Founder and Honorary President."
desire to use it for these purposes."

THE
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In order to admit the teachers of the Shelby
County Schools as members, Section I., Article
3, of the Teachers' Educational League must
be amended. This will be done at the regu
lar meeting March 18. The request of the
County Court to admit its teachers is quite
an honor, and the League will be strength
ened by the admission of these progressive ed
ucators, headed by so able a woman as Miss
Mabel Williams.
Certified copies of the minutes of the Coun
ty Court of that date were also read. Turn
ing to the members, she said:
"Gentlemen, you have heard the demand
of Mr. Crump, Mayor of the City of Mem
phis; also our plea, and now as representa
tives of the Teachers' Educational League we
await your decision."
Immediately Squire John O. Sims arose
and proposed (after persistent interruptions
by Squire Guthrie and Squire Sam Cooper)
the resolutions already read, which were unan
imously adopted.
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It was a great victory for us, and accentu
ates not only the strength of the Teachers'
Educational League in the city and county,
but also the value of organization.
Let me beg of you to stand together. We
have won the respect of this community by
years of faithful toil, and we can always be
a power in the affairs of Memphis and the
schools of our county, city and State, if we are
united for the public good. Organization, to
gether with co-operation, are the "recognized
methods of all intelligent effort of today,"
and I commend the latest move of our worthy
President to communicate with all voluntary
organizations similar to ours, and I hereby
predict great good from such investigation.
Respectfully,
CORA H. ASHE,

Chairman.
MAMIE E. CAIN,
F. M. HEDGES.

Secretary's Report
The next meeting, convened April 7th, be
gan with a lecture by Mr. C. P. J. Mooney,
who made an eloquent plea for a more thor
ough teaching of elementary English in our
Professor Arthur E. Bestor, lecturer in public schools. He said that teachers were
political science at the University of Chi crusaders—makers of minds, bodies, souls, a
cago, delivered a lecture on Efficiency before thought that oppresses with the weight of
the members of the League on March 11. The responsibility, but which is felt by all seri
lecture was to the point, well chosen and a ous educators.
Mr. Mooney closed with an appeal for the
source of inspiration to all present. In clos
ing he voiced the sentiment of T. H. English language—good, untarnished AngloHuxley, in his brilliant essay on Education, Saxon.
Mrs. L. Crozier French, President of the
that "Education is learning the rules of
this mighty game—life." In other words, Tennessee Federation of Women's Clubs,
education is the instruction of the intellect gave the League a short address the same
in the laws of nature, under which name I afternoon.
include not merely things and their forces,
Some important committees have been ap
but men and their ways; and the fashioning
of the affections and of the will into an ear pointed recently, among them being:
nest and loving desire to move in harmony
The Court House Committee—Miss Ashe,
with those laws. For me, education means
neither more nor less than this. Anything Chairman; Miss Caine, Mr. Hedges. This
which professes to call itself education must committee was appointed to confer with the
be tried by this standard and if it fails to County Court in regard to retaining the
stand the test, I will not call it education, Teachers' League Room in the Court House.
The Committee on the Revision of the Con
whatever may be the force of authority, or
stitution is as follows: Mrs. Maud Miller
of numbers, upon the other side."

The Teachers' Educational League broad
ens its scope for usefulness each year, judg
ing from the attendance at the meetings.
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Ward, Chairman; Miss Ashe, Miss Alice
Reilly.
The Committee on Investigation, that is,
to communicate with other cities and ascer
tain what teachers' organizations are doing,
is as follows: S. L. Ragsdale, Chairman;
Mrs. Florence McGrath, Miss Sallie Waldran.
A committee was appointed to draft reso
lutions on the death of Miss Rowena Terrell,
a teacher in the city schools. Miss Flournoy
Holladay was appointed Chairman, with
power to appoint two members.
The committee to formulate plans to in
crease membership of the League is Miss
Holladay, Chairman; Miss Morrison, Miss
Mamie Meyers.
The Teachers' Educational League voted
to entertain the Federation of Women's Clubs
during its convention in May.
The regular Entertainment Committee ap
pointed in February, Miss Effie Wright,
Chairman, is to serve.
The Reception Committee appointed is as
follows: Miss Mamie Caine, Chairman;
Misses Florence Dreyfus, Cora Ashe, Emma
Browne, Alice Conaway, Fannie Dougherty,
Effie Wright, Florence Schloss Mary 6.
Jones, Mabel Williams, M. L. Scudder, Liz
zie Foley, Alice Reilly, Flournoy Holladay,
Emma Rogers, Elizabeth Rodgers, Lottie C.
Burke, Olyve Jackson, Mesdames Bettie
O'Hara, Maud Miller Ward, Florence Mc
Grath, Julia Raine, Annie Cooney, M. J.
Roach, Frances Landis, R. W. Irwin, Kate
Hamilton, Messrs. F. M. Hedges, Samuel
Hixson, W. S. Dugger, J. C. Mauzy, S. T.
Torreson, R. D. Farrow, W. S. Deen, S. L.
Ragsdale, Geo. H. Pfaff, J. S. Williams, Chas.
Carroll. Gen. and Mrs. G. W. Gordon, Gen.
and Mrs. Geo. S. Yerger, Dr. and Mrs. R.
B. Maury, Mr. and Mrs. C. P. J. Mooney, Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Apperson, Mr. and Mrs.
Roane Waring, Mr. and Mrs. Wharton Jones,
Rev. W. T. Boiling, Rabbi Samfield, Mrs. L.
Crozier French, Mrs. Wm. Knabe, Mrs. Sig.
Harpmann, Mrs. W. W. Woolvine, Mrs. E. E.
Eslick, Mrs. N. W. Whittaker.

Miss Alice Reilly, Chairman of Invitation
Committee; Miss Edith Person, Miss Ella
Reilly, Mrs. B. A. Withers, Miss Ada Waldran, Miss Lillie Monsarrat.
The Committee on Refreshments, Mrs. An
nie Cooney, Chairman; Miss Mabel Lutes,
Miss Mamie Morrison, Miss Mamie Meyers,
Miss Mary McCleary, Mrs. Sarah Bell.
The Committee on Decorations, Miss Em
ma Rogers, Chairman; Miss L. C. Griggs,
Toula Evans, May Garrison, Anna Boothe,
Etta Stothart, Helen Thornburn, Mrs. Julia
Allen, Henrietta Bamberger, Edith Elphingstone.
The Introductory Committee, Miss Mar
garet Rogers, Chairman; Misses Mary Win
ters, Elise Deaderick, Mary Little, Maria
Mosby, Elizabeth Gardner, Josephine McDon
ald, Willie Wilson, Charl Field, Willie C.
Johnson and Dr. Lillian Johnson.
From 8 to 9 o'clock the following commit
tee serve on the Fruit Nectar Committee:
Misses Sallie Waldran, Ethel Cammer, Olive
Black, Mildred McLemore, Pearl Deen, May
Fischer, Mabel Cooper, Bessie Dye.
From 9 to 10 o'clock: Misses Fannie McClellan, Elizabeth Miller, Carlotta Pittman,
Sanders Battle, Alma Tschumi, Effie Jones,
Sallie Horton, Gertrude Geheraty, Mary Lenahan, Lula Laughter, Rose Levy, Elizabeth
Faxon.
From 10 to 11 o'clock: Theresa Haaga,
Etta Justice, Carrie Bills, Carrie Palmer,
Birdie McGrath, Margaret Foley, Belle Oak
ley, Dora Ingram, Marion Bailey, Ada Walden.
The President, Mr. Hedges, requested the
Honorary President, Miss Ashe, to act as
Chairman of all committees.
The reception promises to be one of the
brilliant functions of Federation week.
Respectfully submitted,
MAUD MILLER WARD,
Recording Secretary Teachers' Educational
League.
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Comments
At a meeting of the Board of Education on
May 22, Prof. L. E. Wolfe was elected Super
intendent of the City Schools. Prof. Wolfe
has had charge of a vocational school for boys
at San Antonio for the past three years. Prior
to entering this work he served for six years
as Superintendent of the City Schools of San
Antonio. He has also served with much dis
tinction as State Superintendent of Public
Instruction for Missouri. He was Superin
tendent of Schools at Moberly, Mo., and also
at Kansas City, Kan., for a number of years.
Prof. Wolfe comes to Memphis highly recom
mended as a gentleman of culture, a good or
ganizer and an educator in every sense of that
term.
The Teachers' Educational League extends
a cordial welcome to Superintendent and Mrs.
Wolfe.
The City Board of Education sent out a
committee to examine high schools in order
to find out the best ways and means of equip
ping the new Central High School. The mem
bers of the committee were 0. I. Kruger, of
the Board; Wharton S. Jones, Acting Super
intendent; N. M. Williams, Principal of the
High School; Samuel Hixson, Principal of
the High School Annex; E. E. Utterback, Su
pervisor of Industrial Education, and G. A.
Macon, head of the Commercial Department.
The committee reports a pleasant and profit
able trip.
It is a great disappointment to his many
friends that Prof. Samuel Hixson did not re
ceive the appointment as State Superintend
ent of Public Instruction. Prof. Hixson had
the unanimous indorsement of the Teachers'
Educational League and of all other educa
tional circles of the Memphis City Schools. He
received this indorsement not merely because
he is a townsman and co-laborer, but because
he has a practical knowledge of educational
affairs and possesses the ability to organize
and to execute.
Principal W. S. Dugger, an active member
of the League, was honored in May by election
to the presidency of the Principals' Associa
tion.
Principal and Mrs. S. L. Ragsdale expect to
attend the commencement exercises at Peabody College the week of June 5th.

Between two hundred and two hundred and
fifty eighth grade pupils attended the High
School alumni meeting Friday afternoon at
the Poplar Avenue High School. Light re
freshments were served by the domestic sci
ence department and there was an interesting
exhibition of jellies and preserves put up by
high school students. The sewing done by
the students was a revelation to grown people
and children as well. The electrical display
and shop work were a source of enthusiastic
interest to both boys and girls.
The following program was given:
1. Soldiers' Chorus
By Eighth Grade and High School
Orchestra.
2. Address of Welcome.. .Miss Effie Wright
(Chairman Student Committee.)
3. The Different Courses of the High
School
Prof. W. S. Jones
4. The Grammar School Graduate vs. the
High School Graduate. .Prof. S. Hixson
5. The Pleasure Offered a Student by
High School
Arthur Chambers
6. Music
High School Orchestra
7. Address
Judge J. P. Young
8. "Watch on the Rhine"
By Eighth Grade and High School
Orchestra.
The purpose of the meeting was to inspire
a determination on the part of the children
to go to high school and to persevere in their
course until graduation. Every talk was re
plete with inspiration and convincing in its
appeal. Coming as the addresses did from
people with one common, strong interest, but
people of diverse attainments and tastes, there
was no monotony of repetition by different
The student point of view of the pleasures
was enthusiastically set forth by the president
of the senior class, Arthur Chambers. No boy
or girl who heard Judge Young's helpful ar
gument can fail to realize more fully than
ever before his wonderful opportunity, nor
fail to realize that to refuse it is to commit a
crime against himself and against the com
munity.
From the circular letters received, it is
found that there are very few teachers' asso
ciations that issue publications. Many of the
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associations get out "year-books," but even
these are not very explicit in regard to the
nature and scope of the work carried on. It is
believed that all teachers' associations could
do more efficient work if they would publish
magazines or papers, setting forth what they
are doing.
The following exchanges have been received
and are worthy of favorable mention:
"The Teachers' Journal," published five
times a year by the New Haven Teachers'
League, is a magazine of about 50 pages. The
editorial expressions are to the point and the
general make-up of the magazine is good.
"The Elementary Teacher," published by
the Teachers' Association of Baltimore, is an
eight-page paper issued monthly. The paper
is making a strong fight for increase of salary
to the maximum without promotional exam
inations, the increase to be based on efficiency
and length of service. Success to "The Ele
mentary Teacher."
"The School Bulletin," published each
school month by the Pittsburg Teachers' As
sociation, is a neat little magazine of 24 pages.
The March number contains a sketch of the
work of the association. May the association
continue to grow and prosper in the future as
it has done in the past, is the wish of the
Teachers' Educational League.

A few days ago Mr. McNeill was called to
the home office. He was tendered an execu
tive position, that of supervisor of agencies
for Central Pennsylvania, with headquarters
at Harrisburg. He has accepted and makes
an immediate transfer from Memphis to Har
risburg. This is the old story retold. A prop
erly educated man of energy can work his
way up in other lines. Ex-Superintendent
McNeill has now a better income than the
school business ever paid him. The world has
in reserve many prizes for men who can take
the initiative and obey orders as well.

The Alumni Association has a vast work be
fore it and one that will be achieved sooner
or later. Which it shall be, sooner or later,
depends in no small degree on the teachers of
Memphis who are eligible to membership.
That such an organization should be chief
ly social in its nature is out of the question.
In school there is little thought of caste or
rank, all the boys and girls are on an equal
footing, all are intensely interested in a com
mon cause, the school life. After graduation
they scatter, become engaged in different pur
suits, enjoy diverse interests and when drawn
together by chance find slight congeniality, if,
indeed, there be any bond at all in common.
It would be foolish and unwise to attempt to
maintain a public school alumni association
It is a matter worthy of favorable comment as a social organization.
and just pride that, with the exception of the
Every one who has had the benefit of a
quotations used as fillers, every article high school education is grateful for the pos
every news item and every poem in this issue session of it, whether he takes the trouble to
of "The Cornerstone" are the productions of acknowledge it or not. No one today can
people living in Memphis. All the depart deny that every boy and every girl in this
ments are edited by teachers of the city commonwealth is entitled to win a high school
schools.
diploma provided he follows the course pre
scribed in the public schools. But out of
The following is taken from the New Eng about three hundred pupils, thirty to thirtyland "Journal of Education" of May 4th:
five persist through four years to graduation.
I. C. McNeill, former Superintendent of Proper activity on the part of former gradu
Memphis, going there from the presidency of
ates would remedy this condition to a very
the Superior Normal School, to which position large degree.
he went from the assistant superintendeney of
The Alumni Association has undertaken to
Kansas City, Mo., left the superintendeney in assist undergraduates to come to high school
Memphis two years ago.
and to persist and complete the course; to as
After declining a university professorship sist graduates to enter college or to receive
which was soon tendered him, Mr. McNeill good business positions. It should also show
went into the life insurance business. Within an interest in every feature of high school
three months after having formed a connec life and be a power in making the curriculum
tion with one of the "big six" companies he and the equipment all it should be. This it
was made local manager of the Reliance Insur can do and will do. But why not accomplish
ance Company of Pittsburg. Before the close these results more expeditiously ? If all would
of his first year the ex-schoolmaster had won do faithful, though light, service the associa
the place of third vice-president of the execu tion could accomplish wonders.
tive staff by having sold insurance enough to
The regular meeting for election of officers
put him among the four largest producers in and a reception to February and June gradu
his company in the United States.
ating classes will be held early in June.
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The State Federation of Women's Clubs
held its annual session in Memphis from May
24 to the 26th. The Teachers' Educational
League was a dominant factor in their enter
tainment, and all the meetings were held in
the league rooms.
The club was called to order Wednesday
morning by Mrs. Sigmund Harpmann, chair
man of the local executive committee.
Mrs. Harpmann, in her usual gracious
manner, expressed her pleasure in calling the
meeting to order and announced the invoca
tion by the Rev. Thomas S. Potts, D.D. Fol
lowing this, Mrs. Harpmann introduced Miss
Cora Henry Ashe, chairman of the local fede
rated clubs, on behalf of which she welcomed
the visitors. Her welcome address is worthy
of special mention, as it sounded the keynote
of the federation work. Miss Ashe said:
"To me has been delegated the honor, in the
name of the Federated Clubs of Memphis, to
welcome the officers and delegates of the Ten
nessee State Federation of Women's Clubs.
"This to me is a special pleasure, since I
can express to you my gratitude for inspiring
me to found the Teachers' Educational
League.
"This inspiration came after reading Arti
cle 11 of the by-laws and constitution, which
says:
" 'The federation pledges its united influ
ence to promote the public schools and to cre
ate a deeper sense of the teacher's profession
and the importance of the interests they repre
sent.'
"The interests they represent are our chil
dren. 'They seem such little things to talk
about, but little things often make up the sum
of human life.'
"When fifty children were demanded as
hostages from the Spartans they offered in
stead a hundred men of distinction.
The
Spartans thought nobly and well.
In the
world of childhood all posterity stands before
us, upon which we, like Moses and the prom
ised land, may gaze, but not enter.
"No higher duty is imposed by God upon
men and women than the education and the
protection, morally and physically, of the
coming generation.
"Therefore, I greet and heartily welcome
the women of the Federated Clubs, who by
intellectual and philanthropic efforts, through
organization and co-operation, have done and
are still doing such grand work in the con-

serving of child interests and for the better
ment of humanity throughout the common
wealth of Tennessee. Welcome, welcome to
Memphis."
Following the welcome from the clubs, the
visitors were extended a most cordial welcome
to the city by Judge James M. Greer, serving
as spokesman for the Business Men's Club.
Judge Greer's address was characteristic of
that well-known and brilliant orator, and he
was frequently interrupted by bursts of en
thusiastic applause. He gave the ladies of
the federation a surprise by announcing that
he was at one time a member of the federation
as president of the Shakespearean Circle,
which was a federated club. Though inter
spersed with bits of humor, Judge Greer's wel
come was none the less sincere and was greatly
appreciated.
In a few well-chosen words, Mrs. French,
president of the State Federation, responded,
and said that it was a special pleasure to be
welcomed by Judge Greer, as Mrs. Greer pre
sided over the temporary meeting when the
Tennessee Federation was organized.
Following the response by the president,
Mrs. W. J. Gilfillan presented to Mrs. French
a beautiful Marie Antoinette basket of pink
sweet peas as a token of love and appreciation
from the local federated clubs.
The remainder of the morning was devoted
to the officers' reports, the important points
of which will be discussed later.
The officers present at the opening session
were:
Mrs. L. Crozier French, president, Knoxville.
M. N. Whitaker, vice-president, Winchester.
Mrs. ¥m. Knabe, corresponding secretary,
Knoxville.
Mrs. Sigmund Harpmann, recording secre
tary, Memphis.
Mrs. E. E. Eslick, auditor, Pulaski.
Mrs. George W. Denny, general federation
secretary, Knoxville.
The most important feature of the after
noon session was in connection with the edu
cational department, of which Dr. Lillian
Wyekoff Johnson is chairman. Dr. Johnson
read a letter of recommendation containing
many excellent suggestions, which will be
sent out through the State to the various clubs
to help the members in their campaigns for
improvement in the schools. In this connec
tion Dr. Johnson spoke of the great interest
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the school children are taking in the improve
ment of the school playgrounds and the home
gardens.
The members of the educational
committee have planned to plant fruit and
nut trees on the school grounds, along with
other improvements. The committee hopes to
introduce the garden work in every city in the
State during the next year, and the following
year to bring it before the General Federa
tion, and thus interest the whole nation.
Following Dr. Johnson's talk and in line
with it, Prof. 0. M. "Watson, agent of the
agricultural department, in charge of the
home garden experiments in Memphis, told of
the success of the work here, and had many
varieties of vegetables from the children's
gardens, which had paid for themselves in the
sale of the products. Prof. Watson said that
a social club, which meets once a week, had
been formed of the children and their parents
interested in the gardens, which was doing
much to increase the interest, and that later
on he hoped to have fewer urchins on the
streets and more boys interested in the home
gardens. A garden has been begun at the
Episcopal Church Home, and the Leath Or
phanage has asked for one, which shows how
the idea is taking hold of the public in Mem
phis.
Following the talks by Dr. Johnson and
Prof. Watson, Mrs. Sarah Henry Hood, of
Knoxville, chairman of the social settlement
work of the federation, gave her report and
brought up several questions, the discussion
of which was postponed until the evening ses
sion.
Wednesday evening was "President's Even
ing." The meeting was opened with an ad
dress of welcome by Israel Peres, speaking for
the educators of Memphis. He complimented
the women of the federation on their past
work and urged them to greater efforts in the
cause of education.
Mrs. L. Crozier French, president of the
federation, in her address, spoke first of the
law of human progress and offered many very
valuable suggestions for the improvement of
the State organization. She urged that the
membership be increased and explained the
benefit that the State federation could be to
the individual clubs. She also invited every
one interested in the programmes to be pres
ent at any or all of the meetings, whether
members of federated clubs or not, as the
work of the organization is entirely for the
public.
In conclusion she specially urged every
woman of the federation to see that politics

was not allowed to enter into the State Normal
Schools.
Mrs. Robinson, of Jackson, president of the
Mothers' Congress of Tennessee, gave a most
interesting talk on the work of that organiza
tion, and spoke of the necessity of viewing the
life of the church, the school and the home
through the eyes of childhood.
The second day of the convention of the
Tennessee Federation of Women's Clubs was
one of varied interests.
The morning session was devoted to a con
tinuation of the three-minute reports of the
federated clubs, the only other incidents of
note being the regretful acceptance of the res
ignation of the treasurer, Mrs. W. W. Woolwine, who, on account of illness, had to give
up the office, the election of Mrs. E. R. Brown,
of Jackson, as her successor, and the rising
vote taken on the motion of Mrs. Eslick, of Pu
laski, to send resolutions of sympathy to Mrs.
W. D. Beard, who was the first president of
the federation, resulting in the secretary's be
ing instructed to write the letter of sympathy
to Mrs. Beard, who has never failed in her in
terest in the federation work.
Between the morning and afternoon ses
sions, the visitors were again delightfully en
tertained at luncheon at the Hotel Gayoso, the
host clubs on this occasion being the Press and
Authors' Club, Salon Circle, and the Gradu
ate Nurses' Association of Memphis and Shel
by county. Those who served as the special
hostesses were: Mrs. Alex. Benjamin, Mrs.
Dave Levy, Mrs. Julius Boshwitz, Mrs. Heilbronner, Mrs. Sam Barnette, Mrs. I. Crohn,
Mrs. Ben Wolf, Mrs. John Oliver, Mrs. S. R.
Martin, Mrs. George W. Fooshe, Mrs. W. J.
Gilfillan, Mrs. Anna Stephenson Morgan, Mrs.
Julia Raine, Miss Valerie Farrington, Miss
Anna Brennan and Miss Sarah Woodward.
Covers were laid for about seventy-five
guests, each place being marked with a cor
sage bouquet of pink and white sweet peas.
The delicious menu in four courses carried out
the pink and white color motif.
Following the luncheon the ladies returned
to the convention hall for the afternoon ses
sion, over which the vice-president, Mrs. M. N.
Whitaker, of Winchester, charmingly pre
sided.
The talk of Prof. E. G. Routzahn, of New
York, director of the American Tuberculosis
Society, postponed from the morning session,
was very much enjoyed. Instead of dwelling
on the causes of the spread of the disease and
methods of prevention, Prof. Routzahn gave
some valuable suggestions for conducting cam
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paigns to instill a desire in the public mind
for better health conditions. He suggested
that the best method of getting anything be
fore the public through the newspapers was
to furnish real news, which the papers would
be glad to use, and not to be discouraged be
cause something had been left out or had not
been printed as sent in, because the editors
of papers were at liberty to use or not use, ac
cording to the quality of the news from a
newspaper standpoint. He also urged that
all members of all health committees, before
bringing the work before the public, make a
thorough study of the conditions of the com
munity and the laws by which it is governed;
in other words, to be well informed on the
subject before trying to tell others about it.
Another very interesting feature of the
meeting was the talk by Miss Mary Hannah
Johnson, of Nashville, chairman of the de
partment of literature and public libraries,
and also secretary of the State Library Com
mission.
An appropriation has been made by the
State for carrying on the work of the Tennes
see Library Commission, which was organ
ized for the special purpose of promoting the
establishment, organization and efficiency of
free public libraries, school libraries, traveling
libraries and other libraries throughout the
State.
The commission is composed of the follow
ing members:
G. H. Baskette, chairman, Nashville; Miss
Mary Hannah Johnson, secretary, Nashville;
Mrs. W. B. Beard, treasurer, Memphis; Miss
Mary R. Skeffington, State librarian, exofficio, Nashville; Prof. R. D. Jones, Superin
tendent of Public Instruction, ex-officio, Nash
ville; Miss Pearl Williams Kelley, general
secretary and organizer, Nashville.
Mrs. Beard has just been appointed by Gov.
Hooper to serve for a term of six years.
Miss Johnson explained fully the work of
the organization and the need of books for
circulation through the library commission.
In this connection Miss Johnson asked the fed
eration to let the commission have charge of
the traveling libraries owned by the federa
tion, a yearly report of the work done by the
commission to be submitted to the federation.
After considerable discussion the federation
decided to do this, and it was suggested to
Miss Johnson that she also ask for the travel
ing libraries which have been loaned to the
federation.
Miss Johnson also explained the bulletin, in
pamphlet form, which she has prepared for
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the Tennessee Federation, suggesting books
for use by study clubs. These have been ar
ranged under the subjects of special interest
to study clubs, as follows: Browning, Child
Labor, Civics, Hygiene and Morality, Mothers,
Shakespeare, Social Ideals in English Letters,
Tuberculosis, Woman and Economics and
Woman's Suffrage. This pamphlet will fill a
long-felt want of the federated clubs, and Miss
Johnson has arranged that the books may be
secured at lowest prices.
In the absence of Mrs. Wilberforce Gettys,
of Athens, her excellent report of the county
school libraries was" read by Mrs. William A.
Knabe, the corresponding secretary.
In the absence of Miss Koonrod, chairman
of legislation, Mrs. John Turney was asked to
give a brief talk on the "Status of Women in
Tennessee.''
The final event of the afternoon, and one of
much interest and importance, was the election
of a treasurer to fill the vacancy caused by the
resignation of Mrs. Woolwine, of Nashville.
The nomination was by ballot, and Mrs. E. R.
Brown, of Jackson, and Mrs. Claude D. Sulli
van tied for the honor. Both are thoroughly
charming women and equally popular in the
federation. Mrs. Felsenthal's suggestion that
Jackson had never had an officer, while Nash
ville had been honored several times, balanced
the scales in Mrs. Brown's favor and she was
officially declared the treasurer of the Ten
nessee Federation.
Thursday evening the gavel was laid aside
and officers and members alike, with several
hundred other guests, enjoyed a brilliant re
ception tendered by the members of the Teach
ers' Educational League in honor of the vis
itors.
It proved one of the most beautiful and en
joyable affairs ever given for the federation
members, all of whom were loud in their praise
of the league members, who devoted their
best energies to making the stay of the visitors
pleasant.
The yellow and white colors of the league
and the local federated clubs was artistically
carried out in the decorations in the large re
ception room, and the handsome marble-col
umned corridors, into which the guests over
flowed. Easter lilies were the flowers effect
ively used, with yellow and white ribbons
against a background of ferns, palms and trop
ical plants.
Numbered among those in the receiving line
Reception Committee—Misses Mamie E.
Cain, Florence Dreyfus, M. L. Scudder, Cora
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H. Ashe, Elizabeth Foley, Emma Browne,
Alice Reilly, Alice Conaway, Flournoy Holladay, Fanny Dougherty, Emma Rogers, Effie
Wright, Elizabeth Rodgers, Florence Schloss,
Lottie C. Burke, Mary G. Jones, Olyve Jack
son and Mabel Williams; Mmes. L. B. Mitchell,
Bettie O'Hara, Maud Ward, Florence McGrath, Julia Raine, Annie Cooney, M. J.
Roach, Franees Landis, R. W. Erwin and Kate
Hamilton, and F. M. Hedges, W. S. Dugger,
W. G. Deen, George H. Pfaff, R. S. Ragsdale,
J. F. Williams, George Carroll, Gen. and Mrs.
George W. Gordon, Gen. and Mrs. George S.
Yerger, Dr. and Mrs. R. B. Maury, Mr. and
Mrs. Roane Waring, the Rev. W. T. Boiling,
Rabbi Samfield, Prof, and Mrs. Wharton S.
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. C. P. J. Mooney, Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Apperson.
For the early part of the evening a delight
ful programme of music and toasts had been
arranged and proved most enjoyable.
The Hon. J. W. Apperson served as toastmaster, an art in which he is past-master, and,
with his sparkling wit and humor, kept his au
dience in a state of merriment. In his usual
delightful manner he introduced the speakers,
Gen. George S. Yerger, who gave the toast,
"Our Country," paying a beautiful tribute to
the splendid women of Shelby county and their
equally charming sisters from neighboring
counties.
Prof. Wharton S. Jones, who won for him
self fresh laurels in his toast to "Our Teach
ers;" Dr. R. B. Maufy, who gave a most beau
tiful toast to "Our City," and M. W. Con
nolly, in his usual happy manner, gave the
toast to '' Our Guests.''
After all of these delightful toasts by the
gentlemen, it remained for a woman, Mrs. L.
Crozier French, president of the Tennessee
Federation, to carry off the honors of the even
ing. In the Yankee fashion of answering a
question with a question, as she expressed it,
she responded to the clever toasts with another,
in a beautiful bit of original verse, as follows:
"TOAST TO OUR VISITORS."
"If there's any way to do it, if there's any
way to find
What women in this world want, what's in a
woman's mind,
One should go to a convention and hear the
women talk
On social service, ethics, music, school and art.
The men, they think we women know nothing
of these things,
But let them come to meetings—'tis there the
welkin rings

With thoughts and ideas lofty, with deeds of
great renown,
For there are women with us not any man
could 'down.'
You delegates from mountains, you delegates
from plains,
You visitors from lowlands, and you from the
sunny lanes,
May quiver with the purest, unadulterated
pride,
For were it not for women the world would be
a dried
Old serried globe to dwell on. The State of
Tennessee
Would be without a rudder; for man, the
mighty He,
Has hied him from his duties. Shall we let
our duties slide?
Get up a big excursion and to Alabama ride ?
No! Woman is the rudder, the helm, she steers
the State;
And I'm proud of you, my delegates. 'Tis the
guiding hand of Fate.
Has dropped upon your shoulder with gentle
touch, but firm,
The legislative mantle—if I may use the term.
Here's to you, legislators. Now stick firmly to
your post,
And do not be discouraged if you get—a gentle
roast.
"A long good-by to 'fusionist' to 'regulars,'
farewell!
The first are scattered far and wide; the last
have gone to—well,
Shelby county and the east and the middle of
the State,
Where they may rest from fuss and feud, and
learn to curb their hate.
For now the Federation meets to do the proper
thing,
And right the wrong that men have done and
make the bells to ring
With gladness that the time has come when
daughters—not too late—
Will raise the wreck, poor Tennessee, and save
the 'ship of State.'
"Now, to our entertainers let's drink a heart
felt toast,
And wish for 'Teacher Leaguers' the best the
world can boast.
May salaries double every year and tasks grow
light as air,
May all their nights be peaceful and all their
days be fair!
Here's to that noble trio—Ladies Harpmann,
Ashe and Cain!
May all the Fates smile on them and shower
gifts like rain!"
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THE CORNERSTONE went to press too early to

get a report of Friday's session. The pro
gramme for the day was as follows:

Reports of clubs continued.
Address—Prof. Wharton S. Jones.
Adjournment. Luncheon, Hotel Gayoso,
guests of Business Men's Club.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
Conservation—Mrs. H. M. Winslow.
Civics—Mrs. Kirby Smith.
Civil Service Reform—Miss Mary Temple.
State Institutions—Mrs. A. B. McKinney.
Health—Dr. Elizabeth C. Kane.

EVENING SESSION.
8:15 o'clock. Goodwyn Institute.
Music—Beethoven Club.
Education Symposium.
Woman in Education in Tennesese and the
Literary and Ethical Training of Girls and
Boys.
Eastern Division—Mrs. L. Crozier French.
Middle Division—Miss Mary Hannah John
son.
Western Division—Mrs. Sigmund Harp
mann.
Announcement of Prize Winners in Tuber
culosis Composition Contest—Miss Mamie E.
Cain.

Character is the result of two forces: the
initial force which the Creator gave it when
He called the man into being, and the force
of all the external influence and culture that
mold and modify the development of a life.—
Garfield.

I will strive to raise my own body and soul
daily into all the higher powers of duty and
happiness, not in rivalship or contention with
others, but for the help, delight and honor of
others and for the joy and peace of my own
life.—John Euskin.
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